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Product Overview

Chapter 1: Introduction

 will help you take high-quality

vides these key features:

imelapse

inity
t Program, Action Program,

d-Eye Reduction, Forced On,
 Night with Red-Eye Reduction
 Remote

able 1). To set the mode, turn the
 to use.

of ways. You can
elapse and grouped 
ws of images.

 variety of ways. For 
elete, and search for 

computer.
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Welcome to the HP 618 Digital Camera User’s Guide. This guide
pictures quickly and easily with your HP 618 digital camera.

Product Overview
The HP 618 is a versatile, point-and-shoot digital camera. It pro

HP Imaging Technology
3x optical /2x digital zoom
Three image type settings  − One Shot, Continuous, and T
Two focus modes  − Auto and Manual
Three auto focus range settings  − Normal, Macro, and Inf
Six exposure settings  − Auto, Landscape Program, Portrai
Aperture Priority, and Shutter Priority
Built-in flash with seven flash modes − Auto, Auto with Re
Forced On with Red-Eye Reduction, Forced Off, Night, and

Note: For more detailed information about the 
camera’s features, see “Camera Specifications” 
on page 103.

Three timer modes − Off, 10-Second Timer, and 3-Second

Your camera comes equipped with four operating modes (see T
camera mode dial on top of the camera to the mode you want

Note: Capture, Playback, and Review modes 
have menus and related soft keys you can use 
to change your camera’s settings and to edit 
and organize images. (PC Connect mode does 
not have menus or soft keys.)

Table 1: Camera Modes

Mode Use this Mode to...

  CaptureCaptureCaptureCapture Take pictures (or “capture images”).

  Playback Playback Playback Playback View the captured images in a variety 
view images full screen, play back tim
image sequences, and create slidesho

  ReviewReviewReviewReview Sort and edit the captured images in a
example, you can group, categorize, d
captured images.

  PC ConnectPC ConnectPC ConnectPC Connect Transfer images from the camera to a 



What’s in this Guide

What’s in this Guide
ation you need to use your

 is Covered

s LCD, image LCD, and Capture mode 
 take pictures.

ot pictures, as well as more advanced 
, Instant Review, and the sound 

lay back timelapse and grouped image 
 of images in Playback mode. Also how 
ch for images in Review mode.

ing them to your computer, JetSending 
m to other cameras and printers, and 

s and related soft keys do.

en using the camera, and how to contact 
ded.

 to change a variety of your camera’s 

ell as information about some of the 
orts.

 HP Year 2000 warranty for the camera.

y notices regarding the camera and 

 your camera that are used throughout 
ick Start Guide.

out your camera throughout this guide.
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This User’s Guide  provides all the “how to” and reference inform
camera successfully.

Part of Manual What

“Chapter 2: Preparing to Take Pictures” How to adjust settings in the statu
menus to prepare your camera to

“Chapter 3: Taking Pictures” How to take simple point-and-sho
pictures. Also how to use the zoom
recording features.

“Chapter 4: Viewing and Reviewing 
Images”

How to view images full screen, p
sequences, and create slideshows
to edit, organize, delete, and sear

“Chapter 5: Sharing Images” How to share images by transferr
them to a printer, transmitting the
viewing them on a television.

“Chapter 6: Menu and Soft Key Reference” What each of your camera’s menu

“Chapter 7: Troubleshooting” How to fix common problems wh
HP Customer Care for help, if nee

“Appendix A: Using the Preferences Menu” How to use the Preferences menu
general settings.

“Appendix B: Camera and Accessories 
Information”

Specifications for the camera, as w
accessories that the camera supp

“Appendix C: Product Warranties” Limited product warranty and the

“Appendix D: Product Safety and 
Regulatory Information”

Safety information and regulator
some of its accessories.

“Glossary” Definitions of the terms related to
this guide and in the camera’s Qu

“Index” Where to find particular topics ab



How to Use this Guide

How to Use this Guide
 advantage of using it online is that 
ur computer to quickly find the
t-out is that you can take it anywhere 

rmation about your camera from a 

(.pdf) format. To learn how to use 
r the Acrobat software.

 Print dialog box, either click the OKOKOKOK 
ages you want and then click OKOKOKOK.

s, including diagrams showing the 
rinted HP 618 Digital Camera Quick 

ping you use your camera for the first 
lains how to transfer images from the 

ee the software’s online Help. All the 
e Help within the software itself.

and up-to-date information about 
ebsite at: www.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmart. 
site from time-to-time. You can
ave the most current functionality 
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You can use this guide online, or you can print it out. The main
you can use its built-in searching and linking capabilities on yo
information you need. Of course, an advantage of having a prin
you want to use your camera. You may also prefer to read info
printed version, rather than on a computer screen.

Note: If you choose to print this guide, be aware 
that printing it in color may take a long time. 
Therefore, you may want to print this guide in 
black and white, instead.

This online guide is provided in Adobe® Acrobat® version 4.0 
Acrobat’s searching and linking features, see the online Help fo

To print this guide, select Print Print Print Print from Acrobat’s File menu. In the
button to print the entire guide, or specify the Print RangePrint RangePrint RangePrint Range of p

Related Information
For a complete listing and description of your camera’s feature
locations of all the buttons, dials, displays, and so on, see the p
Start Guide  that was included with your camera. Along with hel
time to capture and view images, the Quick Start Guide  also exp
camera to your computer.

Note: It is assumed that you have already used 
the HP 618 Digital Camera Quick Start Guide  to 
install the batteries and the memory card in 
your camera.

To learn how to use the software that came with your camera, s
documentation for the software is provided in the form of onlin

Finally, you can get project ideas, troubleshooting assistance, 
your camera and the HP Photo Imaging Software from the HP w
Updates for your camera’s firmware are also posted to this web
install these updates on your camera so that you can always h
running on it.



ure Mode and Powering on the Camera

Chapter 2: Preparing to Take Pictures

 point-and-shoot fashion, or you can 
s LCD and image LCD. This chapter 
ting various settings on it.

a” on page 8

n the Camera
r camera to Capture mode and power 

 (see Figure 1).

on the back of the camera to the
era turns on and displays the status 
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Overview
You can use your camera’s default settings to take pictures in a
use more advanced features that you set via the camera’s statu
explains how to prepare your camera to take pictures by adjus

This chapter covers the following topics:

“Accessing the Capture Mode and Powering on the Camer

“Using the Status LCD” on page 9
“Setting the Flash Mode” on page 10
“Setting the Timer Mode” on page 11
“Setting the Auto Focus Range” on page 11

“Using the Image LCD” on page 12
“Setting the Image Type” on page 13
“Understanding the Text Message Area” on page 12
“Viewing the Camera Status” on page 14
“Using the Overlay Soft Key” on page 14
“Using the Capture Mode Menus” on page 15
“Using the 4-Way Controller” on page 15

Accessing the Capture Mode and Powering o
Figure 1: Setting the Camera to Capture Mode To prepare your camera to take pictures, you must first set you

on the camera:

1 Turn the camera mode dial on the top of the camera to 

2 Power on the camera by sliding the ON/OFF power switch 
right and releasing it. The status LCD on the top of the cam
of the camera.



Using the Status LCD

Using the Status LCD
ra’s status. The status LCD shows you 
ode, timer mode, and auto focus 
ory card (see Figure 2).

You can use the status LCD to assess 
, timer mode, and auto focus range 

, the timer mode button , and 
era settings on and off within the
s the associated button until you see 
the setting you want.

 flash mode, timer mode, and auto 
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  Figure 2: Status LCD Indicators The status LCD conveys important information about the came
the status of the camera’s batteries, the settings for the flash m
range, as well as the number of pictures remaining on the mem

The status LCD turns on every time you power on the camera. 
the current status of the camera, and to change the flash mode
settings when preparing to take pictures.

The buttons beneath the status LCD − the flash mode button 
the auto focus range button  − toggle the associated cam
status LCD (see Figure 3). To change one of these settings, pres
the desired icon or set of icons displayed in the status LCD for 

  Figure 3: Status LCD Buttons The next three subsections explain the possible settings for the
focus range on the camera.

Note: If you see 000 flashing in the status 
LCD, this means that either there is no memory 
card in the camera, or the memory card is full.

Flash

Battery
status

Timer
Pictures
remaining

focus
range

mode mode

Auto

Auto focus rangeTimer modeFlash mode



Using the Status LCD

Setting the Flash Mode

uto (no icons displayed). Each mode 
. To set the flash mode, press the flash 
 icons on the status LCD until you see 

hen to Use

 to determine the need for flash 
g conditions.

 to determine the need for flash 
g conditions. When flash is used, 
inimizes the occurrence of red-
ople or animals by flashing twice.

rdless of the lighting conditions.

rdless of the lighting conditions. 
inimizes the occurrence of red-

ople or animals by flashing twice.

out flash, regardless of the 

ode of the flash in which the 
image background with the 
lashes to illuminate the 
age.

ode of the flash in which the 
image background with the 
lashes to illuminate the 
age. Red-eye reduction 
ence of red-eye in pictures of 

y flashing twice.
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Your camera has seven flash modes. The default flash mode is A
is displayed on the status LCD with the icon(s) shown in Table 2
mode button  beneath the status LCD to toggle through the
the flash mode setting you want (see Table 2).

Note: The flash mode setting remains set 
between shots, but will return to Auto after you 
cycle the power on the camera (power it off and 
then on again).

If the batteries’ charge is low, the camera will 
not take a picture if the flash mode is set to 
Forced On or Night, and it will disable the flash 
if set to Auto.

Also note that flash pictures may be over-
exposed when using the Macro auto focus 
range (see “Setting the Auto Focus Range” on 
page 11). Thus, you may want to turn off the 
flash (set the flash mode to Forced Off) when 
taking pictures with the Macro auto focus
range setting.

Table 2: Flash Mode Settings

Flash Mode Icon Displayed W

Auto (default) No Icon To allow the camera
based on the lightin

Auto with Red-Eye 
Reduction

To allow the camera
based on the lightin
red-eye reduction m
eye in pictures of pe

Forced On To use the flash, rega

Forced On with Red-Eye 
Reduction

  To use the flash, rega
Red-eye reduction m
eye in pictures of pe

Forced Off To take pictures with
lighting conditions.

Night To use a slow sync m
camera collects the 
available light and f
foreground of the im

Night with Red-Eye 
Reduction

  To use a slow sync m
camera collects the 
available light and f
foreground of the im
minimizes the occurr
people or animals b



Using the Status LCD

Setting the Timer Mode

 Off. Each mode is displayed on the 

e, press the timer mode button  
us LCD until you see the timer setting 

 via the status LCD. The default auto 
tatus LCD with the icon shown in 
 button  beneath the status LCD 
 setting you want (see Table 4).

s

hen to Use

s without using the timer.

e 10 seconds after 
utter release button.

ote infrared trigger on the 
ntrol (included with the 
 has a 3-second delay.

hen to Use

 subject that is within the normal 
lose-up nor in the distance).

t from 0.5 meters to infinity.

ture of a subject, such as a flower. 
t from 0.1 to 0.6 meters.

 subject in the distance, such as a 
 focus range is set at infinity.
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Note: The 10-Second Timer mode is disabled 
for the Timelapse image type. (See “Setting the 
Image Type” on page 13.)

Your camera has three timer modes. The default timer mode is

status LCD with the icon shown in Table 3. To set the timer mod
beneath the status LCD to toggle through the icons on the stat
you want (see Table 3). 

Note: After each timed exposure in 10-Second 
Timer mode, the camera will default to the Off 
timer mode setting. You must reset the timer to 
take another timed picture. In contrast, the
3-Second Remote timer mode setting remains 
set shot-to-shot. 

Table 3: Timer Mode Settings

Note: The auto focus range remains set 
between shots, but returns to Normal after you 
cycle the power on the camera (power it off and 
then on again).

If you change the focus mode from Auto to 
Manual Focus in the Photo Assist menu (see 
“Using the Capture Mode Menus” on page 15), 
the auto focus range is cancelled.

If you set the camera to the Macro auto focus 
range, the image LCD will turn on. This is 
because you will be unable to frame an image 
properly in the viewfinder due to parallax error.

Finally, if the camera cannot focus when set to 
the Normal auto focus range, it will make a 
“best guess” at the focus and take the picture. 
However, if it cannot focus when set to Macro, it 
will not  take a picture.

Setting the Auto Focus Range

You can choose from three auto focus ranges that are available
focus range is Normal. Each range setting is displayed on the s
Table 4. To set the auto focus range, press the auto focus range
to toggle through the icons on the status LCD until you see the

Table 4: Auto Focus Range Setting

Timer Mode Icon Displayed W

Off (default) No Icon To take picture

10-Second Timer To take a pictur
pressing the sh

3-Second Remote To use the rem
HP Remote Co
camera), which

Auto Focus Range Icon Displayed W

Normal (default) No Icon To take a picture of a
focus range (neither c
The focus range is se

Macro To take a close-up pic
The focus range is se

Infinity To take a picture of a
mountain range. The



Using the Image LCD

Using the Image LCD
 back of the camera. You now see the 
 preview the pictures you can take 

ra’s settings.

es two opaque overlay bars and an 
igure 4). The top overlay bar displays 
res. The bottom overlay bar contains 
elow them. For example, if you press 

splays. To turn the overlay bars off or 

mera settings in the Capture,
tured images in the Playback and 
onnect mode.

 overlay bars and the soft keys in the 

he top overlay bar. An example text 
pear in the text message area when 
ormation on using the Capture mode 
e Menus” on page 15.

ither Landscape Program, Portrait 
layed in the text message area.

perture Priority (Av) or Shutter
isplayed in the text message area (for 
ill update automatically and change 

When the camera cannot set the
tter speed that is too big or small, the 

ual Focus, the focus distance appears 
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  Figure 4: Image LCD Screen in Live View Turn the image LCD on by pressing the DISPLAY button on the
live view of Capture mode on the image LCD. Live view lets you
with the camera, as well as view and change some of the came

The image LCD screen in the live view of Capture mode includ
image area in the center for viewing your picture subjects (see F
status information about the camera while you are taking pictu
labels that describe the function of the soft keys immediately b
the right (Status) soft key in Capture mode, the Status screen di
on, press the middle (Overlay) soft key.

You can also use the image LCD to access menus to change ca
Playback, and Review modes, and to play back and review cap
Review modes, respectively. The image LCD is disabled in PC C

Note: By default, the image LCD is turned off 
when you power on the camera in Capture 
mode. If you want the image LCD to always turn 
on instead, you can change the setting in the 
Display submenu of the Preferences menu. (See 
“Display Submenu” on page 67 and “Setting 
the Display” on page 95.)

However, note that the image LCD uses a lot of 
battery power. If you are running your camera 
on batteries rather than with the HP-approved 
AC power adapter, you may want to limit your 
use of the image LCD.

The following subsections provide more information about the
live view of Capture mode.

Understanding the Text Message Area

The text message area is a one-line text area in the middle of t
message is: “Battery Low.” The following indicators will also ap
you change certain settings in the Capture mode menus. For inf
menus to change camera settings, see “Using the Capture Mod

Exposure Mode Indicator

When you set the Exposure Mode in the Photo Assist menu to e
Program, or Action Program, the current Exposure Mode is disp

Note: For information on setting the Exposure 
Mode, see “Exposure Mode Submenu” on 
page 56.

Aperture Value and Shutter Speed Indicators

When you set the Exposure Mode in the Photo Assist menu to A
Priority (Tv), the current aperture value and shutter speed are d
example: Tv 1/125 F5.6). The aperture value and shutter speed w
continually as the camera zooms and measures the exposure. 
correct exposure because you have selected an aperture or shu
line in the text message area will turn red.

Manual Focus Distance

Note: For information on setting the Focus 
Mode, see “Focus Mode Submenu” on page 59.

When you set the Focus Mode in the Photo Assist menu to Man
on the left side of the text message area.

Soft keys

 

Top
overlay bar
shows status

Bottom
overlay bar
shows soft key
labels



Using the Image LCD

Macro and Infinity Auto Focus Range Indicators

displayed on the right side of the text 
is displayed.

 displayed on the right side of the text 
the Zoom Lever” on page 22.

ge types”):

lay bar in the live view of Capture 
ge type is One Shot. To set the image 
ou see the image type setting you 

How to Use

d release the shutter release 
 capture a single image.

 shutter release button down. 
ous images are captured until 
ase the button or until the 
 card is full.

d release the shutter release 
nd the camera captures the first 
hen it displays a countdown to 
image capture on the top 
bar. To cancel, press the Stop 
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When the auto focus range is set to Macro, a Macro icon  is 
message area. When the auto focus range is set to Infinity, INF 

Digital Zoom Indicator

When the camera is in digital zoom, the digital zoom icon  is
message area. For information on digital zooming, see “Using 

Setting the Image Type

Your camera can take three types of pictures (that is, three “ima

One Shot
Continuous
Timelapse

Note: For the Timelapse image type, you can 
set the number of images that will be captured 
and the interval between them in the Timelapse 
Settings submenu of the Capture Settings 
menu. (See “Timelapse Settings Submenu” on 
page 54.)

Also note that if the interval you set for
Timelapse image capture is long, the camera 
may go into sleep mode (shutting off the image 
LCD) between taking pictures to conserve
battery power.

Finally, if you set the Timelapse interval to 15 or 
30 sec and you have the File Type set to TIFF, 
the camera may skip capturing an image if it is 
not finished processing the previous image in 
the Timelapse sequence.

The image type is displayed at the left side of the bottom over
mode. Image type settings are listed in Table 5. The default ima
type, press the left soft key to toggle through the types until y
want (see Table 5).

Table 5: Image Type Settings

Image Type When to Use

One Shot (default) When capturing a single image. Press an
button to

Continuous When capturing a series of 
images in rapid succession. 
Recommended for action shots.

Hold the
Continu
you rele
memory

Timelapse When capturing a slow process 
with a series of images.

Press an
button, a
image. T
the next 
overlay 
soft key.



Using the Image LCD

Using the Overlay Soft Key

ff in the live view of Capture mode. To 
s. When the overlay bars are off, the 

d, enabled only to turn the overlay 

f Capture mode to display the Status 
nt camera status, such as the current 
e settings, use the Capture mode 
 may also appear on the Status 

ro.

mode, press the right (Exit) soft key.

e or 1/4)

er, or Best for the JPEG file 

ear white with no color cast

ure control
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Press the middle (Overlay) soft key to turn both overlay bars o
turn the overlay bars on again, press any  of the three soft key
soft keys are disabled for their normal functions and are, instea
bars on again.

Viewing the Camera Status

  Figure 5: Status Screen You can press the right (Status) soft key while in the live view o
screen (see Figure 5). This screen allows you to check the curre
resolution, quality, and white balance settings. (To change thes
menus. See the next subsection for details.) One or more icons
screen, including:

 means that a memory card is inserted in the camera.

 means that the current auto focus range setting is Mac

 shows the battery status.

 The following status information is provided:

To exit the Status screen and return to the live view of Capture 

Resolution Resolution setting for capturing images (Full Siz

Quality Quality setting for capturing images (Good, Bett
type, or TIFF for the TIFF file type)

White Balance Color correction setting to make white areas app

EV Comp Exposure Value compensation setting for expos

ISO Speed ISO Speed setting

AE Metering Auto Exposure Metering setting

Version The version number of your camera’s firmware



Using the Image LCD

Using the Capture Mode Menus

ave settings you can change which 
u to change a variety of your

pture mode menus are displayed on 

e across the menu icon bar to access 
ay Controller.”)

ve the highlight to the menu option 

n.

f your camera (see Figure 7). Press an 
rrow (up, down, right, or left) in the 

Review, or Playback modes.
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Your camera has four Capture mode menus:

Note: For more information about all of the 
Capture mode menus and related soft keys, see 
“Chapter 6: Menu and Soft Key Reference” 
starting on page 52.

For more information about the Preferences 
menu, see “Appendix A: Using the Preferences 
Menu” starting on page 94.

Capture Settings
Photo Assist
Image Stamp
Preferences

The Capture Settings, Photo Assist, and Image Stamp menus h
affect the images you capture. The Preferences menu allows yo
camera’s general settings. 

  Figure 6: Parts of a Menu To access the Capture mode menus:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Capture mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ca
the image LCD (see Figure 6).

4 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to mov
a particular menu. (See the next subsection, “Using the 4-W

5 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to mo
you want to select.

6 Press the left soft key to select the highlighted menu optio

  Figure 7: 4-Way Controller Using the 4-Way Controller

The 4-way controller is the large button located on the back o
arrow on the 4-way controller to move in the direction of that a
image LCD, such as within the menu structures of the Capture, 

Menu icons
Current

 Menu 
options

menu’s title

Overlay
bar

Soft keys



aking Simple Point-and-Shoot Pictures

Chapter 3: Taking Pictures

e a basic understanding of how to use 
aring to Take Pictures” starting on 
ra’s capabilities, it is important to 

ean when they light solid or blink, 
 features when taking pictures.

ra:

for your picture.
 Chapter 3: Taking Pictures 16 T

Overview
Once you have set your camera to Capture mode and you hav
your camera’s status LCD and image LCD (see “Chapter 2: Prep
page 8), you are ready to take pictures. To optimize your came
understand how to use the zoom lever, what the various LEDs m
how to use Instant Review, and how to use the sound recording

This chapter covers the following topics:

“Taking Simple Point-and-Shoot Pictures” on page 16

“Taking More Advanced Pictures” on page 17
“Using Focus Lock” on page 18
“Shooting a One Shot Image” on page 19
“Shooting Continuous Images” on page 20
“Shooting Timelapse Images” on page 21

“Using the Zoom Lever” on page 22
“Using the Diopter Control” on page 22
“Understanding the LEDs on the Camera” on page 23
“Using Instant Review” on page 25
“Recording Sound” on page 26

Taking Simple Point-and-Shoot Pictures
Note: These instructions for taking simple 
point-and-shoot pictures assume that your 
camera is set to the default image type (One 
Shot), and that Instant Review is on as well.
(See “Setting the Image Type” on page 13 and 
“Using Instant Review” on page 25 for more 
information.)

Here is the simplest method for taking pictures with your came

1 Set the camera mode dial to the Capture mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Look through the viewfinder to select and frame a subject 



Taking More Advanced Pictures

4 Press the shutter release button. Wait for the shutter sound, indicating the camera has captured 
the image. Then release the button.

 period on the image LCD. If you are 
the memory card. If not, you can 
 by pressing the middle (Delete)

mera has more advanced features 
Here is the general procedure for

ge via the status LCD buttons on the 
ttings, see “Using the Status LCD” on 
s LCD.

n the image LCD on.

ntinuous, or Timelapse). (For more 
 image type you choose is displayed 

D.

ay the Capture mode menus on the 
ra settings in the menus.

 Settings, Photo Assist, and/or Image 
ettings within those menus, as 

 Capture mode menus, see“Capture 

mage type, then you might want to 
 of the Capture Settings menu. In this 
 interval between them for the time-
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The captured image appears for a 3-second Instant Review
happy with it, do nothing, and the image will be saved on 
delete the image while it is still displayed in Instant Review
soft key.

Taking More Advanced Pictures
As explained in Chapter 2: “Preparing to Take Pictures,” your ca
that you can set via your camera’s status LCD and image LCD. 
taking more advanced pictures:

1 Set the camera mode dial to the Capture mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Set the flash mode, timer mode, and/or the auto focus ran
top of the camera, as desired. (For information on these se
page 9.) The settings you choose are displayed in the statu

4 Press the DISPLAY button on the back of the camera to tur

5 Press the left soft key to set the image type (One Shot, Co
information, see “Setting the Image Type” on page 13.) The
on the left side of the bottom overlay bar in the image LC

6 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera to displ
image LCD, if you wish to change any of the default came

7 Select the menu options you wish to change in the Capture
Stamp menus, and then make the changes to the camera s
desired. (For information about changing settings in these
Mode Menus and Soft Keys” on page 52.) 

For example, if you have set the camera to the Timelapse i
change the default settings in the Timelapse menu option
case, you could change the number of images and/or the
lapse sequence that you want to shoot.
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8 Press the right (Exit) soft key to exit the Capture mode menus.

Note: The image LCD uses a lot of battery 9 Use the image LCD or the viewfinder to select and frame the subject for your picture. If needed, 
 of the camera lens to zoom in or out 
l (see page 22) when looking through 
the viewfinder. Note that the diopter

 next subsection, “Using Focus Lock.” 

ock as follows to get the proper focus:

 LCD screen, center the main subject 
r image LCD screen. Go on to step 2.

bject (such as a screen or fence) which 
ect the same distance from you as the 

e to hold it halfway down. This locks 

e picture as you originally wanted it, 
 the picture. (Also see the following 

n the image type you have selected, 
ubsections describe how to capture 
e type setting.
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power. If you are running your camera on
batteries rather than with the HP-approved AC 
power adapter, you may want to limit your use 
of the image LCD and use the viewfinder 
instead. To turn the image LCD off, press the 
DISPLAY button on the back of the camera.

use the zoom lever (see page 22) to adjust the focal length
on the picture subject. You can also use the diopter contro
the viewfinder to adjust the focus of the picture subject in 
control has no effect on the image you capture, however.

If you cannot obtain focus on your picture subject, see the
Otherwise, go on to the “What’s Next?” subsection.

Using Focus Lock

If you cannot obtain focus on your picture subject, use Focus L

1 If the main subject of your picture is:

Not within the center of the viewfinder frame or image
of your picture in the center of the viewfinder frame o

Near a very bright or dark area, or is behind another o
overlaps the subject, focus the camera on another obj
subject. Go on to step 2.

2 Press the shutter release button halfway down and continu
the focus.

3 Without releasing the shutter release button, recompose th
and then press the shutter button all the way down to take
subsections for how to take pictures for each image type.)

What’s Next?

What you need to do next to actually take a picture depends o
and whether or not you have set a timer mode. The following s
the image(s), as well as what occurs once you do, for each imag
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Shooting a One Shot Image 

e shutter release button. Wait for the 
ge. Then release the button.

 release button. The timer LED on the 
. It then blinks for the final 3 seconds 

te Control at the camera, and press 
r LED on the front of the camera (see 
ures the image.

ou can do any of the following while 
he image LCD:

mation on how to do this, see

.

ture mode immediately  by pressing 

lt time-out is 3 seconds), the image is 
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If you are using the:

Shutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode set,    press th
shutter sound, indicating the camera has captured the ima

10-Second Timer10-Second Timer10-Second Timer10-Second Timer  modemodemodemode, press and release the shutter
front of the camera (see page 24) lights solid for 7 seconds
before the camera captures the image.

3-Second Remote3-Second Remote3-Second Remote3-Second Remote  timer modetimer modetimer modetimer mode, point the HP Remo
and release the Remote Control’s trigger button. The time
page 24) blinks faster for 3 seconds. Then the camera capt

If Instant Review is on (see “Using Instant Review” on page 25), y
the image you just captured is displayed in Instant Review on t

Record sound that will be attached to this image. For infor
“Recording Sound” on page 26.

Delete the image by pressing the middle (Delete) soft key

Save the image to the memory card and return to the Cap
the right (Exit) soft key.

Do nothing and, when Instant Review times out (the defau
then saved to the memory card automatically.
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Shooting Continuous Images 

 down. Then the camera begins to 

elease button, or the memory card 

te (that is, the time between pictures) 
s as the resolution and image quality 
he second Note on the left). The
charged between shots. If you wish to 
he live view of Capture mode off by 
stant Review off through the

e (see “Display Submenu” on page 
h Mode” on page 10).

at the end of taking a Continuous 
ed in the Instant Review on the image 
 period:

e sequence. For information on how 

iddle (Delete) soft key. (All of the 
emory card.)

 and return to the Capture mode 
e other images in the sequence were 

lt time-out is 3 seconds), the final 
utomatically.
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Note: If you set the timer mode to 10-Second 
Timer or 3-Second Remote for the Continuous 
image type, you can only take one picture. 
Therefore, to capture a Continuous sequence of 
images, use the shutter release button with no 
timer mode set (that is, with the timer mode set 
to its default Off setting).

Press the shutter release button and continue to hold the button
capture the images in the Continuous sequence.

Continuous images are captured until you release the shutter r
becomes full, whichever comes first.

The camera will capture images as fast as it can. The capture ra
will vary depending on the processing required (for such thing
settings) before each image is saved to the memory card (see t
capture rate also depends on whether or not the flash is being 
increase the capture rate of Continuous images, you can turn t
pressing the DISPLAY button on the back of the camera, turn In
Display menu option in the Preferences menu of Capture mod
67), and set the flash mode to Forced Off (see “Setting the Flas

Note: If Instant Review is on, each image in a 
Continuous sequence except for the final one  is 
automatically saved to the memory card before 
the camera captures the next image in the 
sequence. If Instant Review is off, each image is 
automatically saved before the next one is
captured, and then the final one is saved
automatically, as well.

Also note that, unlike Timelapse images,
Continuous images are not grouped together 
but are individual images. Thus, they are saved 
as individual images on the memory card.

If Instant Review is on (see “Using Instant Review” on page 25). 
sequence of images, the final  image of the sequence is display
LCD. You can do any of the following during the Instant Review

Record sound that will be attached to the final  image of th
to do this, see “Recording Sound” on page 26.

Delete the final  image of the sequence by pressing the m
other images in the sequence were already saved to the m

Save the final  image of the sequence to the memory card
immediately  by pressing the right (Exit) soft key. (All of th
already saved to the memory card.)

Do nothing and, when Instant Review times out (the defau
image of the sequence is then saved to the memory card a

Note: If you are unhappy with any other 
images within a Continuous sequence (rather 
than just the final image, which you can only 
delete during Instant Review), you can delete 
those images in the Review mode. To do this, 
see “Deleting Images” on page 32.
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Shooting Timelapse Images 

d release the shutter release button
imelapse sequence.

te Control at the camera, and press 
 The timer LED on the front of the 
camera captures the first image of the 

ings menu determine the number of 
Timelapse sequence of images that 
e Settings Submenu” on page 54.)

ounting down to the next image
uence by pressing the right (Stop) 

at the end of taking a Timelapse 
ed in the Instant Review on the image 
 period:

 sequence. For information on how to 

iddle (Delete) soft key.

d and return to the Capture mode 

lt time-out is 3 seconds), all  of the 
d automatically.

s features of your camera that you 
e you with important feedback on the 
e LEDs). Once you have read through 
o view and review the images you 
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Note: The 10-Second Timer mode is disabled 
for the Timelapse image type.

If you are using the:

Shutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode setShutter release button with no timer mode set,    press an
one time. Then the camera captures the first image of the T

3-Second Remote3-Second Remote3-Second Remote3-Second Remote  timer modetimer modetimer modetimer mode, point the HP Remo
and release the Remote Control’s trigger button one time. 
camera (see page 24) blinks faster for 3 seconds. Then the 
Timelapse sequence.

Note: If the interval you set for Timelapse 
image capture is long, the camera may go into 
sleep mode (shutting off the image LCD) 
between taking pictures to conserve
battery power.

Also, if you set the Timelapse interval to 15 or 
30 sec and you have the File Type set to TIFF, 
the camera may skip capturing an image if it is 
not finished processing the previous image in 
the Timelapse sequence.

The settings in the Timelapse menu option of the Capture Sett
pictures that are taken and the interval between pictures in the 
are captured. (To change the Timelapse settings, see “Timelaps

The image LCD displays the previously captured image while c
capture. The only option you have is to stop the Timelapse seq
soft key.

If Instant Review is on (see “Using Instant Review” on page 25). 
sequence of images, the first  image in the sequence is display
LCD. You can do any of the following during the Instant Review

Note: If you are unhappy with one or more 
images within a Timelapse sequence, you can 
delete only those images in the Review mode 
(rather than deleting all  of the images in the 
sequence during Instant Review). To do this, see 
“Deleting Images” on page 32.

Record sound that will be attached to the first  image of the
do this, see “Recording Sound” on page 26.

Delete all  of the images in the sequence by pressing the m

Save all  of the images in the sequence to the memory car
immediately  by pressing the right (Exit) soft key.

Note: All images in a Timelapse sequence are 
saved as one group on the memory card. Do nothing and, when Instant Review times out (the defau

images in the sequence are then saved to the memory car

What’s Next?

The following sections provide more information about variou
can use when taking pictures (such as the zoom), or that provid
status of your camera while you are taking pictures (such as th
the following sections, continue on to Chapter 4 to learn how t
have captured via the camera’s Playback and Review modes.



Using the Zoom Lever

Using the Zoom Lever
ind that you need to zoom in or out 
hich you can use for this purpose.

 lens continuously between wide 
.

 refers to digital cropping of the 
l zoom is at its maximum setting, you 
at you must have the image LCD on 
ss the DISPLAY button on the back of 

nd of the telephoto range, releasing 
ital zoom icon  will appear in the 
ooming occurs in three steps:

 steps. Digital zoom remains set shot-
 It also turns off any time you exit the 
utton on the camera to display the 
 the camera to another mode).
e-press the zoom lever in the wide 

de of the viewfinder that you can turn 
 that the diopter control has no effect 
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While you are framing the subject for a picture, you will likely f
on the subject. This section explains the camera’s zoom lever, w

  Figure 8: Zoom Lever
Rocking the zoom lever (see Figure 8) left and right moves the
angle  and telephoto  focal lengths for optical zooming

The zoom lever also controls digital zooming. Digital zooming
image, giving the appearance of greater zoom. After the optica
can digitally zoom in three steps (see below). Note, however, th
for the digital zoom to operate. (To turn the image LCD on, pre
the camera.)

If the image LCD is turned on and the camera’s zoom is at the e
and pressing the zoom lever will initiate digital zooming. A dig
text message area of the image LCD’s top overlay bar. Digital z

Note: In digital zoom mode, enlargement is 
accomplished without changes in the lens
configuration. Since the lens is not involved
in digital zoom, the changes appear only in
the image LCD; they are not  evident through 
the viewfinder.

1.2x
1.5x
2x

The camera pauses for 250 milliseconds (1/4 second) between
to-shot, but turns off when you cycle the power on the camera.
live view of Capture mode (for example, you press the MENU b
Capture mode menus, or you turn the camera mode dial to set
To exit the digital zoom, you can also press, release, and then r
angle direction.

  Figure 9: Diopter Control Using the Diopter Control
The diopter control (see Figure 9) is the small dial on the left si
to adjust the focus of the picture subject in the viewfinder. Note
on the image you capture, however.

Note: The diopter control does not  affect the 
captured image itself.
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Understanding the LEDs on the Camera
t solid or blink to indicate that certain 
 may have occurred while you were 
ribes what these LEDs are and how 

lay either a green light, red light, or 
card problem, or that the camera is 

Behavior

 the shutter release button 
y down to indicate that the 
o take.

amera cannot focus on the 

 the shutter release button 
y down to indicate that the 
nd ready to fire.

hutter release button is 
down to indicate that the 
.

ull or missing memory card, 
when you press the shutter 
lfway down. In this case, 

nk on the status LCD.

ad or unformatted memory 
 camera is processing an 
 ready to take a picture,
when you press the shutter 
lfway down.
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Your camera has several LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) that ligh
actions are occurring within the camera, or particular problems
performing a particular task with the camera. This section desc
they behave.

Viewfinder LEDs

The LEDs on the right side of the viewfinder (see Figure 10) disp
both, indicating either the focus status, flash status, a memory 
processing an image and is not ready to take a picture.

  Figure 10: Viewfinder LEDs Table 6: Viewfinder LEDs

Green 
Red LED Function

Green (Top) Indicates focus status Lights solid when
is pressed halfwa
picture is ready t

Blinks when the c
picture subject.

Red (Bottom) Indicates flash status Lights solid when
is pressed halfwa
flash is charged a

Blinks when the s
pressed halfway 
flash is charging

Both Indicate a memory 
card problem, or
that the camera is 
processing an image 
and is not ready to 
take a picture

In the event of a f
both LEDs blink 
release button ha
000 will also bli

In the event of a b
card, or when the
image and is not
both LEDs blink 
release button ha
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Timer LED

ts solid and/or blinks depending on 
 11). If you set the timer mode to the:

 shutter release button, the timer LED 
nds before the camera captures

ile waiting for you to press the 
er button, the timer LED blinks faster 

 (see Figure 12) blinks whenever the 
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  Figure 11: Timer LED The red timer LED on the front of the camera (see Figure 11) ligh
the timer mode you set (see “Setting the Timer Mode” on page

10-Second Timer setting10-Second Timer setting10-Second Timer setting10-Second Timer setting, when you press and release the
lights solid for 7 seconds. It then blinks for the final 3 seco
the image.

3-Second Remote setting3-Second Remote setting3-Second Remote setting3-Second Remote setting, the timer LED blinks slowly wh
Remote Control’s trigger button. Once you press the trigg
for 3 seconds before the camera captures the image.

Memory Card Access LED

  Figure 12: Memory Card Access LED The amber memory card access LED on the back of the camera
camera is reading from or writing to the memory card.

Caution:  Make sure the camera is powered off  
any time you remove the memory card from 
the camera. Removing the memory card when 
the memory card access LED is blinking could 
corrupt the images and other files on the
memory card.
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Using Instant Review
mage LCD either the One Shot image, 
age of a Timelapse sequence you just 
econds after the One Shot image or 
ured.

tant Review or turn Instant
 menu of Capture mode. (See
age 95.)

D, you can do any of the following:

image, to the final  image of a
 sequence (see the next section, 

te) soft key. Either the One Shot 
f the images in a Timelapse sequence 

 Delete? in the top overlay bar. You 
ge(s), or the right (Cancel) soft key to 
e option of deleting Sound Only is 

pture mode immediately  by pressing 
l  image of a Continuous sequence, or 

lt time-out is 3 seconds), the image(s) 
e One Shot image, the final  image of 

se sequence will be saved.
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The Instant Review feature allows you to see displayed on the i
the final image of a Continuous image sequence, or the first im
captured. The default setting is that Instant Review is on for 3 s
the final image in a Continuous or Timelapse sequence is capt

You can change the duration that the image is displayed in Ins
Review off through the Display menu option in the Preferences
“Display Submenu” on page 67 and “Setting the Display” on p

Note: When Instant Review is set to Off, the 
camera immediately returns to Capture mode, 
and the captured image or sequence of images 
is automatically saved to the memory card.

While an image is displayed in Instant Review on the image LC

Record sound that will be attached either to the One Shot 
Continuous sequence, or to the first  image of a Timelapse
“Recording Sound”).

Delete the captured image(s) by pressing the middle (Dele
image, the final  image of a Continuous sequence, or all  o
will be deleted.

Note: If you are unhappy with any other 
images within a Continuous sequence (rather 
than just the final image, which you can only 
delete during Instant Review), you can delete 
those images in the Review mode. To do this, 
see “Deleting Images” on page 32.

Similarly, if you are unhappy with one or more 
images within a Timelapse sequence, you can 
delete only those images in the Review mode 
(rather than deleting all  of the images in the 
sequence during Instant Review). To do this, see 
“Deleting Images” on page 32.

When you press the Delete soft key, you will be prompted
can press either the left (Delete) soft key to delete the ima
cancel the delete operation. If you recorded sound, then th
also provided for the middle soft key.

Save the image(s) to the memory card and return to the Ca
the right (Exit) soft key. Either the One Shot image, the fina
all  of the images in a Timelapse sequence will be saved.

Do nothing and, when Instant Review times out (the defau
are then saved to the memory card automatically. Either th
a Continuous sequence, or all  of the images in a Timelap



Recording Sound

Recording Sound
era is in Capture mode and has 
nt Review period, the camera records 
 the final  image of a Continuous 
u just captured. The sound recording 
d.

 attach to images. (See the second 

pture mode and the Instant Review is 
 that will be attached to the image:

era to activate the recording. A
n minutes and seconds (00:00) 
re 13).

 The screen displays Ready in the top 
y bar: Play, Delete, and Exit (from left 

corded.

image(s) and the sound, or to delete 

image(s) and the attached sound to 

n this case, the image(s) and the 
ry card.
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Note: You can record up to 45 seconds of 
sound per image or sequence of images.

You can record sound to attach to your images when your cam
Instant Review set on (see the previous section). During the Insta
the sound and then attaches it to either the One Shot image, to
sequence, or to the first  image of a Timelapse sequence that yo
capability remains active during the entire Instant Review perio

Note: The microphone is located on the front of 
the camera. So if you are recording your own 
voice, you may get better sound quality by 
rotating the camera around to face you.

You can also record sound in the Playback or Review modes to
Note on the left for more information.)

Once you have captured an image or sequence of images in Ca
displayed on the image LCD, do the following to record sound

  Figure 13: Screen During Sound Recording 1 Press the sound record button  on the back of the cam
microphone icon flashes and the length of the recording i
appears in the top overlay bar of the image LCD (see Figu

2 Record your sound (up to 45 seconds).

3 Press the sound record button again to stop the recording.
overlay bar, and three soft key labels in the bottom overla
to right).

4 Do any of the following:

Press the left (Play) soft key to play back the sound re
Note: You can also record sound to attach to a 
One Shot image, any of the images in a
Continuous sequence, or to the first image in a 
Timelapse sequence of images after the Instant 
Review period has finished. To do so, you must 
set the camera to either Playback  or Review 

 mode. Then select an image or sequence
of images in the Playback or Review mode and 
follow steps 1-4 (to the right on this page) to 
record sound that will be attached to the 
selected image or sequence of images.

Press the middle (Delete) soft key to delete either the 
the sound only.

Press the right (Exit) soft key to immediately  save the 
the memory card.

Do nothing and allow the Instant Review to time out. I
attached sound are automatically saved to the memo
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Chapter 4: Viewing and Reviewing Images

back mode and how to review the 

ge 28

ages” on page 31

page 33

ries” on page 35
age 36

 mode screen is displayed on the 
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Overview
This chapter explains how to view captured images via the Play
images via the Review mode.

This chapter covers the following topics:

“Using Playback Mode” on page 27
“Accessing the Playback Mode” on page 27
“Viewing Images Full Screen” on page 28
“Understanding the Overlay Bars” on page 28
“Turning the Overlay Bars Off and On” on page 28
“Zooming in on Images” on page 28
“Playing Back Timelapse and Grouped Images” on pa
“Creating and Playing a Slideshow” on page 29

“Using Review Mode” on page 30
“Accessing the Review Mode” on page 30
“Selecting Images” on page 30
“Marking and Unmarking Images” on page 31
“Expanding and Collapsing Timelapse or Grouped Im
“Deleting Images” on page 32
“Grouping Images and Dissolving Image Groups” on 
“Protecting and Unprotecting Images” on page 34
“Categorizing Images and Deselecting Image Catego
“Searching for Images by Date and by Category” on p

Using Playback Mode

Accessing the Playback Mode

Note: You cannot delete images while in
Playback mode. You can delete images in 
Review mode, however. (See “Deleting Images” 
on page 32.)

To access the Playback mode:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Playback mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already. The Playback
image LCD.
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Viewing Images Full Screen

he last image saved on the memory 
 of the other captured images on the 

ller to scroll through the images.

 bar contains information about the 
ge was captured, as well as some of 
ch as the image type and exposure 

d in Playback mode. However, you 
ach image on the image LCD. Simply 
rn both overlay bars off, a second 
oth on again.

e middle (Zoom) soft key. When you 
nt parts of the image. You must then 

oving to a different image.

es at a pre-defined rate, much like

ped images you want to play back.

und you have attached to them, will 

ages.
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When you first enter Playback mode, the image LCD displays t
card. The image appears full screen. To view a full screen image
memory card, press the right or left arrow on the 4-way contro

Understanding the Overlay Bars

The Playback mode displays two overlay bars. The top overlay
image (including the image number, the date and time the ima
the key camera settings that were used to capture the image, su
mode). The bottom overlay bar contains the soft key labels.

Turning the Overlay Bars Off and On

By default, both the top and bottom overlay bars are displaye
can turn one or both overlay bars off so you can see more of e
press the DISPLAY button on the back of the camera once to tu
time to turn the bottom one on only, and a third time to turn b

Zooming in on Images

If you want to see a portion of an image in more detail, press th
are zoomed in, you can use the 4-way controller to see differe
zoom out by pressing the middle (Zoom Out) soft key before m

Playing Back Timelapse and Grouped Images

Note: You can change the playback rate in the 
Playback Rate submenu of the Play Settings 
menu. For more information, see “Playback 
Rate Submenu” on page 76.

You can play back sequences of Timelapse and grouped imag
a slideshow.

To play back image sequences:

1 Use the 4-way controller to scroll to the Timelapse or grou

2  Press the left (Play) soft key. The images, including any so
play back on the image LCD.

3  Press the left (Stop) soft key to stop playing back your im
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Creating and Playing a Slideshow

e LCD or on a television screen. Your 
r you can choose a single category of 

ge Categories” on page 35.

ew a slideshow on the television, see 

deshow option of the Play Settings 

u.

desired. For more information about 

t (Stop) soft key.

s the right (Exit) soft key to save the 
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You can create a slideshow to display your images on the imag
slideshow can include all of the images on the memory card, o
images to use.

For more information on:

Categories, see “Categorizing Images and Deselecting Ima

Connecting your camera to a television so that you can vi
“Connecting the Camera to Your Television” on page 50.

To create and play a slideshow:

1 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Sli
menu is highlighted.

2 Press the left (Edit) soft key to go to the Slideshow submen

3 Change any of the settings in the Slideshow submenu, as 
these settings, see “Slideshow Submenu” on page 75.

4 Press the left (Start) soft key to begin the slide show.

5 You can stop the slideshow at any time by pressing the lef

6 After you have stopped the slideshow or it has ended, pres
settings and exit the Slideshow menu.
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Using Review Mode

gure 14). The image LCD displays the 
 as small thumbnails along the top of 

e selected image. The selected image 
the screen. Information about the 
 time the image was captured) 
e is a part of a group, the group

era from another camera, and the 
ame is displayed (instead of any 

 the selected image is a single image, 
p of images. The icon bar also shows 

l as a category icon if a category has 

s which image is selected and is
tion, at the bottom of the screen.

ontroller to scroll through the 
ou want to select. The selected image 
nformation, at the bottom of the 
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Accessing the Review Mode

To access the Review mode:

  Figure 14: Image LCD Screen in Review Mode 1 Set the camera mode dial to Review mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

The Review mode screen is displayed on the image LCD (see Fi
images that are saved on the memory card. The images appear
the screen.

The small thumbnail that has the selection marker under it is th
is also displayed as the large thumbnail on the bottom left of 
selected image (including the image number and the date and
appears on the bottom right of the screen. If the selected imag
name is also displayed. If the image was transmitted to this cam
other camera had a camera name assigned, then the camera n
group name).

The icon bar above the image information area shows whether
a collapsed Timelapse sequence of images, or a collapsed grou
a sound icon if sound is attached to the selected image, as wel
been assigned to the selected image.

Selecting Images

The selection marker beneath the small thumbnail row indicate
displayed as the large thumbnail, along with its image informa

To select an image, press the right or left arrow on the 4-way c
thumbnails until the selection marker is under the image that y
is now displayed as the large thumbnail, along with its image i
screen.

Selection
marker

Image
information

Thumbnails

Selected
image

Soft key labels
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Marking and Unmarking Images

n from the Review mode menus, that 
an mark several images and delete 
e.

ss and hold the left (Mark or Unmark) 

ll through the thumbnails until the 

ight corner of the selected thumbnail 

ss the left (Unmark) soft key.

ed Images

e of pictures and automatically 
represent the sequence. You can also 
eview mode menus (see “Grouping 

n explains how to expand Timelapse 
apse them again.

 image sequence that you want

ages in the sequence are displayed 

 want to collapse.
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You can mark several images so that, when you select an actio
action will apply to all the marked images. For example, you c
them all at once, instead of having to delete one image at a tim

  Figure 15: A Marked Image To mark or unmark all  of the images on the memory card, pre
soft key for 3 seconds, and then release it.

To mark one or more (but not all) images:

1 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to scro
selection arrow is under an image you want to mark.

2 Press the left (Mark) soft key. A notch appears in the lower r
image (see Figure 15).

3 Repeat steps 1 and 2 to mark additional images.

To unmark an image, scroll to the marked image, and then pre

Expanding and Collapsing Timelapse or Group

When you take Timelapse pictures, the camera takes a sequenc
groups the captured images, using the first captured image to 
group individual images using the Group menu option of the R
Images and Dissolving Image Groups” on page 33). This sectio
or grouped images into the individual images, and how to coll

  Figure 16: An Expanded Group
To expand Timelapse or grouped images:

1 Select the image that represents the Timelapse or grouped
to expand.

2 Press the right (Expand) soft key. Thumbnails of all the im
with links between them (see Figure 16).

To collapse Timelapse or grouped images:

1 Select any image in the Timelapse sequence or group you

2 Press the right (Collapse) soft key.

A notch
indicates
a marked
image
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Deleting Images

er it is a One Shot or Continuous 
uence, or an individual image within 
 Timelapse sequence of images, or a 

images) within a Timelapse sequence 
ding and Collapsing Timelapse or 
uence or group of images. Then 
m the expanded Timelapse sequence 

psed Timelapse sequence of images, 
e) soft key in the Review mode screen.

on on the back of the camera. The 
te menu option highlighted. Press the 

).
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You can delete a single image that is currently selected (wheth
image, an individual image within an expanded Timelapse seq
an expanded group of images), all marked images, a collapsed
collapsed group of images from the memory card.

To delete images:

1 Select the image or mark the images you want to delete.

Note: To mark or unmark all  of the images on 
the memory card, press and hold the left (Mark 
or Unmark) soft key for 3 seconds, and then 
release it.

If you want to delete one or more images (but not all  the 
or a group of images, first follow the instructions in “Expan
Grouped Images” on page 31 to expand the Timelapse seq
select the image or mark the images you want to delete fro
or group of images.

Note: Protected images will not be deleted. See 
“Protecting and Unprotecting Images” on 
page 34.

2 If you want to:

Delete only the currently selected single image, colla
or collapsed group of images, press the middle (Delet

Delete all of the marked images, press the MENU butt
Edit menu of Review mode is displayed, with the Dele
middle (Delete) soft key.

3 Press the left (Delete) soft key again to delete the image(s
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Grouping Images and Dissolving Image Groups

emory card. To group images:

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

he Group menu option.

 (Create) soft key if there are no
dle (Create New) soft key if there are 

e on the left for restrictions on

 scroll to the letter you want to use.

letter to the name, or the left arrow to 
 and then press the right arrow on the 
e screen.

, and then press Exit again to exit the 
 screen. The name of the group now 

 group when each image is selected, 
 (see the example in Figure 17). 

lve.

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

he Group menu option.

e grouping.

 mode screen, and the images are no 
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Note: A group becomes a folder on the
memory card, in which all the images in that 
group are stored.

You can group images to organize them in one folder on the m

1 Mark the images you wish to group.

2 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Move to the Group Name menu by pressing either the left
existing groups, or the left (Add) soft key and then the mid
existing groups.

Note: Group names must be eight characters or 
less, and cannot contain spaces. Also, the
camera does not accept group names that 
begin with BR or TL (regardless of language) 
because these letters are reserved.

5 Name the new group by doing the following. (See the Not
group names.) 

Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller to

Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to add a 
delete a letter. For example, if you select the letter “L”
4-way controller, the letter appears in the center of th

  Figure 17: Two Images in a Group 6 Press the right (Exit) soft key to exit the Group Name menu
Review mode menus. You are returned to the Review mode
appears in the image information for all the images in the
and the images in the group have a link icon between them

To dissolve (remove) the grouping on images:

1 Select any image included in the group you want to disso

2 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Press the center (Dissolve) soft key to dissolve (remove) th

Note: Dissolving a group does not  delete the 
images in the group, only the group name.

5 Press the right (Exit) soft key. You are returned to the Review
longer grouped.
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Protecting and Unprotecting Images

lly. (When an image is protected, it 

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

he Protect menu option.

Review mode screen, and a Protect 
age(s) (see Figure 18).

t.

he Protect menu option.

Review mode screen, and there is no 
ge(s).
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You can protect images so that they won’t be deleted accidenta
cannot be deleted from the memory card.)

To protect images:

  Figure 18: A Protected Image 1 Select an image or mark the images you want to protect.

2 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Press the center (Protect) soft key. You are returned to the 
icon appears in the image information for the protected im

To remove protection from (unprotect) images:

1 Select an image or mark the images you want to unprotec

2 Press the MENU button.

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Press the left (Unprotect) soft key. You are returned to the 
longer a Protect icon in the image information for the ima

Protect
icon
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Categorizing Images and Deselecting Image Categories

 to find and organize. You can also 

er of them and apply one category to 

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

he Categorize menu option.

menu. 

he category you want to assign to the 

o that category, and you are returned 
ory you assigned to the image(s) now 
) (see Figure 19).

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

he Categorize menu option.

menu.

he category you want to deselect.

eview mode screen, and the category 
 image.
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You can assign a category to your images to make them easier
play a slideshow of a category of images very easily.

You can either categorize one image at a time, or mark a numb
all of the marked images.

To categorize one or more images:

1 Select or mark the image(s) you wish to categorize.

2 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

  Figure 19: A Categorized Image 3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Press the left (Edit) soft key to move to the Categories sub

5 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t
image(s).

6 Press the left (Select) soft key. A checkmark appears next t
to the Review mode screen. An icon representing the categ
appears in the image information for the selected image(s

To deselect an image’s category:

1 Select the image whose category you want to deselect.

2 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

4 Press the left (Edit) soft key to move to the Categories sub

5 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

6 Press the left (Deselect) soft key. You are returned to the R
icon is no longer in the image information for the selected

Category
icon
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Searching for Images by Date and by Category

s by date or by category. For more 
lecting Image Categories” on 

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

e Find menu.

rch for images (see Figure 20).:

to the month, day, and year fields.
ay, and year.

ear on the image LCD (see Figure 21).  
h indicates that the displayed images 

the images. When you are done, press 
ages stored on the memory card.
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  Figure 20: Find By Date You can use the Find menu in Review mode to search for image
information on categories, see “Categorizing Images and Dese
page 35.

To search for images by date:

1 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

2 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to th

3 Press the left (Edit) soft key.

  Figure 21: Results of a Find by Date Operation 4 Enter the range of dates you want the camera to use to sea

Press the right arrow of the 4-way controller to scroll 
Press the up and down arrows to change the month, d

5 Press the left (Find) soft key. The results of your search app
Notice the Find icon at the bottom right of the screen, whic
are the result of a Find operation.

6 Press the arrows on the 4-way controller to scroll through 
the center (Show All) soft key to resume viewing all the im

Note: If there are no images within the range of 
dates that you specified, the image LCD
displays the message: “No images matched 
search criteria.” In this case, you can either press 
the middle (Show All) soft key to resume
viewing all images stored on the memory card, 
or press the left (Find) soft key to select a new 
range of dates.

Find
icon
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To search for images by category:

it menu of Review mode is displayed.

e Find menu.

y Category.

he category you want to view.

ppear on the image LCD. Notice the 
 that the displayed images are the 

the images. When you are done, press 
ages stored on the memory card.
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1 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ed

2 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to th

3 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to B

4 Press the left (Edit) soft key.

5 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to t

6 Press the left (Select) soft key. The results of your search a
Find icon at the bottom right of the screen, which indicates
result of a Find operation.

7 Press the arrows on the 4-way controller to scroll through 
the center (Show All) soft key to resume viewing all the im



Transferring Images to Your Computer

Chapter 5: Sharing Images

 fun and creative ways. You can
or sharing with family and friends via 
 infrared technology, you can use
nect the camera to your television to 

4

set to PC Connect mode. The
pecify how the camera will appear to 
et the camera to one of the following 
perating system that is running on 

Operating SystemsOperating SystemsOperating SystemsOperating Systems

uter Windows® Me, 98,
and 2000

 
to 
 
m 

Mac® OS 8.6
or better,

and
    Windows Me, 98,

and 2000
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Overview
You can use the images you capture with your camera in many
transfer them to your computer for use in creative projects, or f
the Internet. If you have a printer that supports the HP JetSend
JetSend for wireless printing of your images. You can even con
view a slideshow of your images on the television.

This chapter covers the following topics:

“Transferring Images to Your Computer” on page 38

“Using a Digital Print Order Format (DPOF) File” on page 4

“JetSending Images to a Printer” on page 46

“Transmitting Images Between Two Cameras” on page 48

“Connecting the Camera to Your Television” on page 50

Transferring Images to Your Computer
Caution: Be aware that any sound (namely, 
sound tags and other EXIF tags) you have
captured and attached to images with your 
camera may not be supported and may be lost 
if you use image editing software other than the 
HP Photo Imaging Software with the images on 
your computer.

You can transfer images to your computer when the camera is 
PC Connect Mode submenu of the Preferences menu lets you s
your computer when connected via the USB interface. You can s
settings in the PC Connect Mode submenu depending on the o
your computer:

PC Connect ModePC Connect ModePC Connect ModePC Connect Mode How Images are TransferredHow Images are TransferredHow Images are TransferredHow Images are Transferred

DigitaTM Device 
(default)

You can use software included with your comp
or camera to transfer images to the computer.

USB Disk Drive The camera is operated as a USB Mass Storage
Device and appears as a disk drive connected 
your computer. So you can copy images from
your camera to the computer as you would fro
another disk drive. 
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The one exception is Windows NT 4.0, because it does not support the USB interface. A Windows
NT 4.0 computer must have either an HP P1000/1100 or similar printer, or a memory card reader 

er images from the camera’s memory 
 printer, or the memory card reader.

s to a computer depending on the PC 
tem that is running on the computer:

ur camera to a Windows Me, 98, or 

your camera to either a Macintosh® 
 98, or 2000 computer, see the

 4.0 computer, see the subsection on 

tting

 transfer images from your camera to 
PC Connect Mode submenu. If your 

d Camera Wizard that is included on 
camera to your computer.

aging Software that came with your 
mputer.

r, do the following:

 port on the front or back exterior of 
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connected to its serial or parallel interface. You can then transf
card to the computer via either the memory card slot in the HP

The following three subsections explain how to transfer image
Connect Mode setting on the camera and/or the operating sys

To use the Digita Device setting to transfer images from yo
2000 computer, see the first subsection below.

To use the USB Disk Drive setting to transfer images from 
computer running Mac OS 8.6 or better, or a Windows Me,
subsection on page 41.

To transfer images from the memory card to a Windows NT
page 43.

Note: If you have a Windows 98 or 2000
computer, it is assumed in this subsection that 
you have already followed the HP 618 Digital 
Camera Quick Start Guide  to install the
HP Photo Imaging Software on your computer.

Transferring Images Using the Digita Device Se

If your computer is running Windows Me, 98, or 2000, you can
the computer by using the default Digita Device setting in the 
camera is running:

Windows MeWindows MeWindows MeWindows Me, you can then use the Microsoft® Scanner an
your Windows Me system to transfer the images from the 

  Figure 22: Connectors on the USB Cable
Windows 98 or 2000Windows 98 or 2000Windows 98 or 2000Windows 98 or 2000, you can then use the HP Photo Im
camera to transfer the images from the camera to your co

To transfer images to your Windows Me, 98, or 2000 compute

1 Power off  the camera if it is still on.

2 Power on  the computer if you haven’t already.

3 Connect the rectangular  end of the USB cable to the USB
your computer (see Figure 22).

To Computer To Camera
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  Figure 23: Connecting the USB Cable to the Camera 4 Open the door to the camera’s connector compartment and connect the square  end of the USB 
cable to the bottom (USB) connector (see Figure 23).

r detects the camera on the USB port. 
our computer is running:

canner and Camera 
izard to copy the 

maging Software 

n window.

ad Images window. 
mputer.
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5 Set the camera to PC Connect mode .

6 Power on  the camera. Within a few seconds, your compute
What happens next depends on what version of Windows y

Windows MeWindows MeWindows MeWindows Me Your computer runs the Microsoft S
Wizard. Follow the prompts in the W
images to your computer.

Windows 98Windows 98Windows 98Windows 98
or 2000or 2000or 2000or 2000

The main window of the HP Photo I
opens. Do the following:

1. Click Unload CameraUnload CameraUnload CameraUnload Camera in the mai

2. Click the StartStartStartStart button in the Unlo
The images are copied to your co
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Transferring Images Using the USB Disk Drive Setting

or Windows Me, 98, or 2000, you
g the USB Disk Drive setting in the
te as a USB Mass Storage Device and 
en copy images from your camera to 
ing two subsections explain how.

ws:

pture mode menus are displayed on 

 move to the Preferences menu.

to move to the PC Connect Mode 

nu is displayed, and the USB Disk 

e USB Disk Drive option, and
 camera is now set to USB Disk

only  if you power off the camera by 
tly, you will not  have to repeat the 
puter via the USB Disk Drive mode in 
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If your computer is running either Macintosh OS 8.6 or better, 
can transfer images from your camera to the computer by usin
PC Connect Mode submenu. In so doing, the camera will opera
appear as a disk drive connected to your computer. You can th
the computer as you would from another disk drive. The follow

Setting the USB Disk Drive Mode on the Camera

Note: If you have a Macintosh computer and 
have already followed the instructions in
the HP 618 Digital Camera Quick Start Guide  to 
set the USB Disk Drive mode on your
camera, skip these instructions and go on
to “Using Your Camera as a USB Mass Storage 
Device to Transfer Images” on page 42.

You must first set your camera to USB Disk Drive mode as follo

1 Set the camera mode dial to Capture mode .

2 Power on  the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ca
the image LCD.

4 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller three times to

5 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller three times 
menu option.

6 Press the left (Edit) soft key. The PC Connect Mode subme
Drive option is highlighted.

7 Press the left (Select) soft key. The checkmark moves to th
you return to the Preferences menu of Capture mode. The
Drive mode.

8 Press the right (Exit) soft key to exit the menu.

9 Power off  the camera by using the camera’s power switch.

The USB Disk Drive mode will remain set on your camera 
using the power switch. By powering off the camera correc
previous procedures when transferring images to your com
the future.
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Using Your Camera as a USB Mass Storage Device to Transfer Images

Note: Software for Macintosh computers was Once your camera is set to USB Disk Drive mode, you can transfer images to either your Macintosh 
omputer, by doing the following:

 port on either your Macintosh
ur Windows computer (see Figure 24).

d connect the square  end of the USB 

ars on your computer’s desktop. The 
k drive.

able disk drive connected to your 
Explorer.

e installed the HP Photo Imaging 
ions in the HP 618 Digital Camera 

to Imaging Software also opens. You 
 from the camera to the computer in 
ing Software to transfer the images.

e hard drive of your computer as you 
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included with your camera. If you wish, you can 
use this software to transfer images to your 
Macintosh, instead of the procedures here. This 
software also provides tools for editing images 
and using them in creative projects.

OS 8.6 or better computer, or your Windows Me, 98, or 2000 c

1 Power on  the computer if you haven’t already.

2 Connect the rectangular  end of the USB cable to the USB
computer’s keyboard, or to the front or back exterior of yo

  Figure 24: Connectors on the USB Cable 3 Open the door to the camera’s connector compartment an
cable to the bottom (USB) connector (see Figure 25).

4 Set the camera mode dial to PC Connect mode .

5 Power on  the camera. If you have a:

Macintosh computer, an icon labeled “Untitled” appe
camera is now viewed by your Macintosh as a new dis

A Windows computer, the camera appears as a remov
computer under the My Computer folder in Windows 

If you have a Windows 98 or 2000 computer and hav
Software on your computer (by following the instruct
Quick Start Guide), then the main window of the HP Pho
can either follow step 6 below to copy the image files
Windows Explorer, or you can use the HP Photo Imag

  Figure 25: Connecting the USB Cable to the Camera 6 Copy the image files from the disk drive (the camera) to th
would from a floppy disk.

To Macintosh Keyboard To Camera
or Windows Computer
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Transferring Images from a Memory Card to a Windows NT 4.0 Computer

st have either an HP printer (such as 
, or a memory card reader connected 
indows NT 4.0 does not support the 
 memory card to your computer via 
eader.

, refer to the printer’s documentation 
 4.0 computer via the printer’s

 the memory card to your Windows 

n the memory card door and press 
e card by its side edges and pull it out 

emory card reader.

indows desktop. The main window of 

B camera is found, the software
ter for your memory card reader.

ader in the dialog box.

mages are copied to your computer.
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Note:  It is assumed in this subsection that
you have already followed the HP 618 Digital 
Camera Quick Start Guide  to install the
HP Photo Imaging Software on your computer.

To transfer images to your Windows NT 4.0 computer, you mu
the HP P1000/1100) that has a slot for reading a memory card
to the computer’s serial or parallel interface. (This is because W
USB interface.) You can then transfer images from the camera’s
either the HP printer’s memory card slot, or the memory card r

If you are using an HP printer that has a memory card slotIf you are using an HP printer that has a memory card slotIf you are using an HP printer that has a memory card slotIf you are using an HP printer that has a memory card slot
to transfer images from the memory card to your Windows NT
memory card slot.

If you are using a memory card readerIf you are using a memory card readerIf you are using a memory card readerIf you are using a memory card reader, transfer images from
NT 4.0 computer as follows:

1 Power off  the camera if it is still on.

2 Remove the memory card from the camera. To do this, ope
the memory card release button to eject the card. Grasp th
of the slot.

3 Insert the memory card into the memory card slot in the m

4 Power on        the computer if you haven’t already.

5 Double-click the HP Photo Imaging Software icon on the W
the HP Photo Imaging Software opens.

6 Click Unload CameraUnload CameraUnload CameraUnload Camera in the main window. Because no US
displays a dialog box in which you can select the drive let

7 Select the drive letter (such as H:H:H:H:) for your memory card re

8 Click the StartStartStartStart button in the Unload Images window. The i



 Digital Print Order Format (DPOF) File

Using a Digital Print Order Format (DPOF) File
ou to pre-select which images you 

ns information about which images 
hat size to print each of them. The file 
an read a DPOF file directly from the 

view mode screen that you want to 
30 and “Marking and Unmarking 

view mode menus are displayed.

e to the Print Order Form menu.

Images menu option. The Add to 

ber of Copies you want of the 
em printed. The Size settings include:

ou specify the exact size you want 
, you can specify that all Standard 

 to the Print Order Form menu.
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A DPOF file is a file you create using your camera that allows y
want to print. The file is stored on the memory card and contai
are selected, how many of each image is to be printed, and at w
is used by selected HP printers and other printing devices that c
memory card.

Note: If you delete an image that is referenced 
in a DPOF file on the memory card, you must 
erase and then re-create the DPOF file before 
you can print images via the DPOF file.

Creating a DPOF File

To create a DPOF file:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Review mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Either select one image or mark multiple images in the Re
include in the DPOF file. (See “Selecting Images” on page
Images” on page 31 for more information.)

4 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Re

5 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller once to mov

Note: For more information on the Print Order 
Form menu, see page 81.

6 Press the left (Add) soft key to select the highlighted Add 
Order submenu is displayed.

7 Use the arrows on the 4-way controller to specify the num
selected or marked images, as well as the Size you want th

Standard (default) − One of the standard print sizes. Y
your Standard prints to be at the printer. For example
images be printed at 4” x 6”.

Index  − Thumbnails of the images.

8 Press the left (Add) soft key to save the settings and return



 Digital Print Order Format (DPOF) File

Viewing a DPOF File

rm menu:

 the View Order menu option.

 is displayed, which lists the contents 
up and down arrows on the 4-way 

orm menu:

 the Erase Order menu option.

f your choice to erase all entries from 

 from the Print Order Form.
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To view a DPOF file, do the following while in the Print Order Fo

1 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to highlight

2 Press the left (Select) soft key. The Print Order Form screen
of the DPOF file. You can scroll through this list using the 
controller. However, you cannot edit this list.

Erasing a DPOF File

To erase a DPOF file, do the following while in the Print Order F

1 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to highlight

2 Press the left (Erase) soft key. You will see a confirmation o
the Print Order Form.

3 Press the middle (Erase) soft key to erase all of the entries
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JetSending Images to a Printer
pports the HP JetSend infrared

era to the printer without connecting 
tion.

er. You can use the Send button  
 the Capture, Playback, or Review 
 mode to JetSend the current image 
lained in the following subsections.

rrent Image

r:

, or Review  mode.

the last image you captured. You do 

 on the 4-way controller to scroll 
 screen until the image you want to 

r’s documentation for details.

inter’s infrared sensor, and place the 

camera immediately starts a JetSend 
urrent image to the printer. (If the
 or group of images, only the first 

e...” and shows a progress bar.
nter (Stop) soft key on the camera.
as successful.

smitting images to the printer.
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HP JetSend allows for easy, wireless printing. If your printer su
technology, you can transfer your images directly from the cam
any cables. See your printer’s documentation for more informa

Note: It will take an average of 20 seconds to 
JetSend an image from the camera to a printer.

There are two different ways you can JetSend images to a print
on the back of the camera to JetSend only the current image in
mode to a printer. Or you can use the Transmit menu in Review
or all marked images to a printer. Each of these methods is exp

Using the Send Button to JetSend Only the Cu

To JetSend only the current image to a JetSend-capable printe

1 Set the camera mode dial to either Capture , Playback 

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 If you are in:

Capture mode, you will automatically be JetSending 
not need to do anything to select the image.

Playback or Review mode, press the right or left arrow
through your images in the Playback or Review mode
transfer is displayed or selected.

4 Set your printer to receive images to print. See your printe

  Figure 26: Infrared Window on the Camera 5 Aim the camera’s infrared window (see Figure 26) at the pr
camera about 10 inches away from the printer.

6 Press the Send button  on the back of the camera. The 
session, searches for a compatible printer, and sends the c
current image is actually a collapsed Timelapse sequence
image of the sequence or group is sent.)

During the transfer, the image LCD reads: “Sending 1 imag
You can cancel the transfer at any time by pressing the ce
A confirmation screen will display to show that the Send w

7 Press the right (Done) soft key when you have finished tran
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Using the Transmit Menu to JetSend the Current or All Marked Images

d-capable printer:

view mode screen that you want to 
 and Unmarking Images” on page 31 

view mode menus are displayed.

move to the Transmit menu.

 the Camera-Printer menu option.

r’s documentation for details.

6) at the printer’s infrared sensor, and 

mediately starts a JetSend session, 
r all marked images to the printer.

ge(s)...” and shows a progress bar.
ddle (Stop) soft key on the camera.
as successful.

smitting images to the printer.
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To JetSend the current image or all marked images to a JetSen

1 Set the camera mode dial to Review mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Either select one image or mark multiple images in the Re
JetSend. (See “Selecting Images” on page 30 and “Marking
for more information.)

4 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Re

5 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller two times to 

6 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to highlight

7 Set your printer to receive images to print. See your printe

8 Aim the camera’s infrared window (see Figure 26 on page 4
place the camera about 10 inches away from the printer.

9 Press the left (Send) soft key on the camera. The camera im
searches for a compatible printer, and sends the current o

During the transfer, the image LCD reads: “Sending X  ima
You can cancel the transfer at any time by pressing the mi
A confirmation screen will display to show that the Send w

10Press the right (Done) soft key when you have finished tran



smitting Images Between Two Cameras

Transmitting Images Between Two Cameras
of Review mode to send images from 
ther camera. The other camera must 
a’s documentation for details.

ita camera:

view mode screen that you want to 
30 and “Marking and Unmarking 

view mode menus are displayed.

move to the Transmit menu. The

’s image LCD reads: “Receiving

era’s documentation for details.

46) at the other camera’s infrared 

era immediately searches for 
s to the other camera.

ge(s)...” and shows a progress bar.
ddle (Stop) soft key on your camera.
r was successful.

smitting images to the other camera.
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You can use the Camera-Camera option in the Transmit menu 
your camera to another camera, or to receive images from ano
use the standard Digita transmit protocol. See the other camer

Sending Images to Another Camera

To send the current image or all marked images to another Dig

1 Set the camera mode dial to Review mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Either select one image or mark multiple images in the Re
send to the other camera. (See “Selecting Images” on page
Images” on page 31 for more information.)

4 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Re

5 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller two times to 
Camera-Camera menu option is highlighted.

6 Press the left (Send) soft key on your camera. Your camera
Camera Ready?”

7 Set the other camera to receive images. See the other cam

8 Aim your camera’s infrared window (see Figure 26 on page
sensor, and set the cameras about 10 inches apart.

9 Press the left (Continue) soft key on your camera. Your cam
another compatible camera and begins to transmit image

During the transfer, the image LCD reads: “Sending X  ima
You can cancel the transfer at any time by pressing the mi
A confirmation screen will display to show that the transfe

10Press the right (Done) soft key when you have finished tran
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Receiving Images from Another Camera

view mode menus are displayed.

move to the Transmit menu. The

a’s documentation for details.

46) at the other camera’s infrared 

era’s documentation for details.

ived all of the images.
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To receive images from another Digita camera:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Review mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Re

4 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller two times to 
Camera-Camera menu option is highlighted.

5 Press the middle (Receive) soft key on your camera.

6 Set the other camera to send images. See the other camer

7 Aim your camera’s infrared window (see Figure 26 on page
sensor, and set the cameras about 10 inches apart.

8 Send the images from the other camera. See the other cam

9 Press the right (Done) soft key when your camera has rece



nnecting the Camera to Your Television

Connecting the Camera to Your Television
nctions the same as the camera’s 
aking it easy to share your images 

elect the camera’s video output
 your television’s video input format:

 States and Japan.

ideo.

ect NTSC or PAL in the Video

 your television:

nput (yellow) end of the audio/video 
 most televisions, this is also yellow).

t (yellow) end of the audio video 
 older television sets, plug the video 
en plug the adapter into your
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Note: Your camera comes with a 6 ft. audio/
video cable, which you can use to connect the 
camera to a television.

When the camera is connected to a television, the television fu
image LCD. You can use your television to view a slideshow, m
with family and friends.

Selecting the Camera’s Video Output Format

Before you connect the camera to the television, you need to s
format. The format that you choose (NTSC or PAL) depends on

NTSC is the video connection standard used in the United
PAL is the video connection standard used in Europe.

Note: Refer to your television’s or VCR’s 
documentation for more information about the 
video input format.

To select the video output format for the camera:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Playback mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera.

4 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll to V

5 Press the left (Edit) soft key.

6 Press the right or left arrows on the 4-way controller to sel
Preferences submenu.

Making the Connection

To connect the camera to the television:

1 Connect the video input end of the audio/video cable into

If you are using an NTSC connection, plug the video i
cable into your television’s video input connector (on

Note: See your television’s documentation for 
specific instructions on how to locate the video 
input connector, and how to set the video input.

If you are using a PAL connection, plug the video inpu
cable into your television’s video input connector. On
cable into a SCART adapter (purchased separately), th
television’s video input connector.



nnecting the Camera to Your Television

Note: To conserve battery power, you may want 
to use an HP-approved AC power adapter to 

2 Connect the audio input (red) end of the audio/video cable into the television’s audio input
connector. This will allow you to hear sound that you recorded and attached to your images.

 Figure 27).

 connector where you connected

review your images on the television 
also mark, protect, categorize, group, 

 television’s documentation for

 Review mode .

or Review mode.

CD. You can use the buttons on the 
e MENU button on the back of the 

en.
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power the camera while you have it connected 
to a television. 3 Plug the other end of the video cable into the camera (see

  Figure 27: Connecting the Video Cable to the Camera 4 On the television, set the video input to be the video input
the camera.

Viewing Images on the Television

When the camera is connected to a television, you can play or 
screen just as you would on the camera’s image LCD. You can 
or delete images, or create a slideshow.

To view images on a television:

1 Turn on the television and select the video input. See your
specific instructions on how to select the video input.

2 Set the camera mode dial to either Playback mode  or

Note: When the camera is connected to a
television, the image LCD turns off.

3 View your images on the television using either Playback 

The television functions the same as the camera’s image L
4-way controller to scroll through your images, or press th
camera to use the camera menus on your television’s scre



Capture Mode Menus and Soft Keys

Chapter 6: Menu and Soft Key Reference

eys you can use to make or adjust 
 sections, which correlate to the three 

 the camera mode dial to Capture 
ra. You can choose options and 

 to capture each image.

s

d 
n.

s 
de.
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Overview
Note: Updates for your camera’s firmware are 
posted from time-to-time on the HP website at: 
www.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmart. You can install 
these updates on your camera so that you can 
always have the most current functionality
running on it.

This chapter contains a reference to all of the menus and soft k
settings on your camera. This chapter is divided into three main
camera modes that have menus and soft keys:

“Capture Mode Menus and Soft Keys” on page 52
“Playback Mode Menu and Soft Keys” on page 74
“Review Mode Menus and Soft Keys” on page 78

Note: The PC Connect mode does not  have 
any menus or soft keys; thus, that mode is not 
included in this chapter. Capture Mode Menus and Soft Keys

To access the Capture mode menus and related soft keys, turn
mode  and press the MENU button on the back of the came
settings from four Capture mode menus: 

“Capture Settings Menu” on page 52
“Photo Assist Menu” on page 55
“Image Stamp Menu” on page 62
“Preferences Menu” on page 66

Capture Settings Menu

  Figure 28: Capture Settings Menu Use the Capture Settings menu to specify characteristics of how

Table 7: Capture Settings Soft Key

Soft Key Function

Edit Opens submenu associate
with selected menu optio

Exit Exits this menu and return
the camera to Capture mo
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File Settings Submenu

Note: All options you set are active from shot- Use the File Settings submenu to set how your pictures will be captured for all image types (One 

Options

JPEG, TIFF

es and uses less memory than the Better 
ression rate). Use this setting for images 
ter, or to print photos of up to 4” x 6”.

 images and uses less memory than the 
 compression rate). Use this setting for 
 print photos of up to 5” x 7”.

ality images and uses the most memory 
ate). Use this setting for images you plan 
rint photos of up to 8” x 10”. 

(1600 x 1200 pixels)
00 x 600 pixels)

l, B&W, Sepia
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to-shot; they also remain set when you cycle 
the power on the camera.

Shot, Continuous, and Timelapse).

  Figure 29: File Settings Submenu - JPEG Table 8: File Settings Submenu

  Figure 30: File Settings Submenu - TIFF

Note: TIFF is an uncompressed file type used 
when you need the absolute best image quality. 
Because TIFF file size is very large, it may take 
up to 50 seconds to save the image.

Setting Default

File Type JPEG 

Quality Level
(Specifies JPEG 

compression level 
and does not  apply 

to TIFF images.)

Better Good - Produces quality imag
setting (uses the highest comp

you plan to use on a compu

Better - Produces high-quality
Best setting (uses a medium

images you plan to

Best - Produces the highest-qu
(uses the lowest compression r

to enlarge and p

Resolution Full Size Full Size 
1/4 (8

Color Full Ful
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Note:  “Storage Capacities of Memory Cards” 
on page 109 lists the number of images an 8 

Table 9: File Settings Soft Keys

d interval of images in a

nu

ys

en to 

this 
era to 

nu.

tions

,000

15 sec, 30 sec
in, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min,
 min, 30 min, 50 min
, 4 hr,   8 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr

en to 

his 
mera 
nu.
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MB, 16 MB, and 32 MB memory card can store, 
depending on the JPEG quality level or TIFF
setting at which the camera is set.

Timelapse Settings Submenu

Note: All options you set are active from shot-
to-shot; they also remain set when you cycle 
the power on the camera.

Use the Timelapse Settings submenu to specify the number an
timelapse sequence.

  Figure 31: Timelapse Settings Submenu Table 10: Timelapse Settings Subme

Note: If you select more # Images than there is 
space on the memory card, you will see the 
error message “Not enough memory” on the 
overlay bar.

Table 11: Timelapse Settings Soft Ke

Soft Key Function

Default Returns all settings on scre
their defaults.

Exit Saves the settings, exits 
submenu, and returns the cam

the Capture Settings me

Setting Default Op

# Images 2 2-1

Interval 15 seconds Seconds - 
 Minutes - 1 min, 2 m

10 min, 15 min, 20
Hours - 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr

Soft Key Function

Default Returns all settings on scre
their defaults.

Exit Saves the settings, exits t
submenu, and returns the ca

to the Capture Settings me
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 Photo Assist Menu

 camera operations:

 with 
.

 the 
.
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Use the Photo Assist menu to manipulate these more advanced

  Figure 32: Photo Assist Menu Exposure
EV Compensation
White Balance
Focus
AE Metering
ISO Speed

Table 12: Photo Assist Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Edit Opens submenu associated
highlighted menu option

Exit Exits this menu and returns
camera to Capture mode
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Note: The option you set is active from shot-to-
shot; it resets to its default setting when you 

Exposure Mode Submenu

Use the Exposure Mode submenu to select how the camera calculates exposure. You can select from 

 and cannot be changed.
ra settings for taking pictures of

ettings for portrait photography.
ttings for taking pictures of subjects 

the camera automatically selects the 

d the camera automatically selects 

ram, or Shutter Priority exposure 
ut as soon as you exit the Exposure 
m Landscape Program, Portrait
perture Priority (Av) exposure mode, 
ou exit the Exposure Mode submenu.

utter Priority (Tv) and exit the
ally. You can then use the 4-way
 speed (if in Tv mode) by pressing the 
 expose because the picture subject is 
 (such as Av F5.6 1/1500) will turn red 

f, the exposure mode will not change, 
peed with the 4-way controller.

 live view is on, pressing the up and 
c functions:

bers)
ers)

ve view is on, pressing the up and 
c functions:
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cycle the power on the camera. these setting options:

  Figure 33: Exposure Mode Submenu AutoAutoAutoAuto (Default) − All exposure settings are at their defaults
Landscape ProgramLandscape ProgramLandscape ProgramLandscape Program − Automatically optimizes the came
distant subjects, such as landscape scenes.
Portrait ProgramPortrait ProgramPortrait ProgramPortrait Program − Automatically optimizes the camera s
Action ProgramAction ProgramAction ProgramAction Program − Automatically optimizes the camera se
in action, such as people playing sports.
Aperture Priority (Av)Aperture Priority (Av)Aperture Priority (Av)Aperture Priority (Av) − Lets you select an aperture, and 
shutter speed. 
Shutter Priority (Tv)Shutter Priority (Tv)Shutter Priority (Tv)Shutter Priority (Tv) − Lets you select a shutter speed, an
the aperture setting.

If you select Landscape Program, Portrait Program, Action Prog
modes, then the ISO Speed submenu options will be grayed-o
Mode submenu. Likewise, if you change the exposure mode fro
Program, Action Program, or Shutter Priority to either Auto or A
then the ISO Speed options will become available as soon as y

After you set the exposure mode to Aperture Priority (Av) or Sh
submenu, the live view of Capture mode will turn on automatic
controller to adjust the aperture value (if in Av mode) or shutter
up and down arrows (see below). If the camera cannot properly
out of range, as in very bright or very dark scenes, the text string
in the top overlay bar of live view. If you turn the image LCD of
but you will be unable to adjust the aperture value or shutter s

When you set the exposure mode to Aperture Priority (Av) and
down arrows on the 4-way controller will perform these specifi

Up arrow − stops down the aperture (toward higher f-num
Down arrow  − stops up the aperture (toward lower f-numb

When you set the exposure mode to Shutter Priority (Tv) and li
down arrows on the 4-way controller will perform these specifi

Up arrow − decreases toward shorter shutter speeds
Down arrow − increases toward faster shutter speeds
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Table 13: Exposure Mode Soft Keys

ally adjust the exposure in

ter images). You can select from

ys

y the 
eturns to 
nu.

ist menu 
etting.

nsation 
e.

urns to 
nu.
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EV Compensation Submenu

Note: The option you set is active from shot-to-
shot; it resets to its default setting when you 
cycle the power on the camera.

Use the EV (Exposure Value) Compensation submenu to manu

0.5 EV increments (- values for darker images, + values for ligh
these options:

  Figure 34: EV Compensation Submenu -2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0 (Default)
+0.5
+1.0
+1.5
+2.0

Table 14: EV Compensation Soft Ke

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark b
highlighted setting, then r

the Photo Assist me

Exit Returns to the Photo Ass
without changing the s

Soft Key Function

Default Sets the exposure compe
to the default valu

Exit Saves the setting and ret
the Photo Assist me
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White Balance Submenu

Note: The option you set is active from shot-to- Use the White Balance submenu to correct the color applied to a captured image under different 
ppear white without any color cast. 

atically sense the lighting conditions 
olor reproduction in the image.

without artificial lighting.

al incandescent lighting, such as the 
ps.

orescent lighting.

s

he 
ns to 
.

menu 
ing.
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shot; it resets to its default setting when you 
cycle the power on the camera.

lighting conditions in order to make white areas in the image a
You can select from these setting options:

  Figure 35: White Balance Submenu AutoAutoAutoAuto (Default) − Use when you want the camera to autom
and adjust the white balance appropriately for optimum c

Daylight Daylight Daylight Daylight − Use when you are taking a picture in daylight 

TungstenTungstenTungstenTungsten − Use when you are taking a picture under norm
light from tungsten filament light bulbs in household lam

FluorescentFluorescentFluorescentFluorescent − Use when you are taking a picture under flu

Table 15: White Balance Soft Key

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark by t
selected setting, then retur

the Photo Assist menu

Exit Returns to the Photo Assist 
without changing the sett
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Focus Mode Submenu

Note: The option you set is active from shot-to- Use the Focus Mode submenu to control how your camera focuses. You can select from these

menu, the live view of Capture mode 
n the far left side of the top overlay 
 and right arrows on the 4-way
ocus will still be on, but you will no 
troller.

 on, pressing the right and left arrows 

he 
urns to 
.

 menu 
ing.
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shot; it resets to its default setting when you 
cycle the power on the camera.

setting options:

Auto Focus (Default)
Manual Focus

  Figure 36: Focus Mode Submenu After you set the focus mode to Manual Focus and exit the sub
will turn on automatically, and the focus distance will appear i
bar. You can then adjust the focus distance by pressing the left
controller (see below). If you turn off the image LCD, Manual F
longer be able to adjust the focus distance with the 4-way con

When you set the focus mode to Manual Focus and live view is
on the 4-way controller will perform these specific functions:

Right arrow − increases focus distance
Left arrow − decreases focus distance

Note: Setting the camera to Manual focus 
mode cancels any selected auto focus
range (Macro or Infinity) and turns off the
corresponding icon on the status LCD.

Table 16: Focus Mode Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark by t
highlighted setting, then ret

the Photo Assist menu

Exit Returns to the Photo Assist
without changing the sett
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Note: The option you set is active from shot-to-
shot; it resets to its default setting when you 

AE Metering Submenu

Use the AE (Automatic Exposure) Metering submenu to select the area of the scene that the camera 

n

ntire frame to 
sure.

center half of 
late exposure.

es exposure 
l region in the 
cene.

he 
ns to the 

 menu 
ing.
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cycle the power on the camera. will use to set the exposure when you take a picture.

  Figure 37: AE Metering Submenu
Table 17: AE Metering Submenu

Table 18: AE Metering Soft Keys

Setting Functio

Average (default) The camera uses the e
calculate expo

Center-weighted The camera uses the 
the total pixels to calcu

Spot The camera calculat
based only on a smal

center of the s

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark by t
highlighted setting, then retur

Photo Assist menu.

Exit Returns to the Photo Assist
without changing the sett
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ISO Speed Submenu

Note: The option you set is active from shot-to- Use the ISO Speed submenu to set the ISO speed. Similar to film, slower ISO speeds require longer 
er ISO speeds allow for shorter
se setting options:

 best ISO speed for the scene.

re Priority exposure modes. When the 
 Action Program, or Shutter Priority, 
t to Auto.

the 
turns 
u.

enu 
ting.
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shot; it resets to its default setting when you 
cycle the power on the camera.

exposures, but produce higher quality images. In contrast, fast
exposures, but produce noisier images. You can select from the

  Figure 38: ISO Speed Submenu Auto (Default) − The camera automatically determines the
100
200

The ISO Speed submenu is only available for Auto and Apertu
exposure mode is set to Landscape Program, Portrait Program,
the ISO Speed submenu is grayed-out and the ISO Speed is se

Table 19: ISO Speed Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark by 
highlighted setting, then re

to the Photo Assist men

Exit Returns to Photo Assist m
without changing the set
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Image Stamp Menu

es as you capture them. The Image 

s

e current date, time, both date and 

with 
.

 to 
de.
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Note: An image stamp becomes permanently 
embedded in the image and overwrites data in 
the image. You cannot  remove it later.

Use the Image Stamp menu to place watermarks on your imag
Stamp menu has these options:

  Figure 39: Image Stamp Menu Date & Time
Text
Logo

Table 20: Image Stamp Soft Key

Date/Time Stamp Submenu

  Figure 40: Date/Time Stamp Submenu Use the Date/Time Stamp submenu to stamp an image with th
time, or neither.

You can set the following properties of the date/time stamp:

Type 
Placement
Transparency
Text color
Background 

Soft Key Function

Edit Opens submenu associated 
the selected menu option

Exit Exits this menu and returns
the live view in Capture mo
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Table 21: Settings for Date/Time, Text, and Logo Stamp Submenus

ys

te, Time 

e

ge

 box around the text.
 background box.
nd behind the text.

enta, yellow, black

, magenta, yellow

n to 

is 
he 
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Note: If you have set the Color in the File
Settings submenu to either B&W (black and 
white) or Sepia, the Image Stamp will also be 
B&W or Sepia, regardless of the color you set 
for the Text and Background Colors in the 
Image Stamp menu.

Table 22: Date/Time Stamp Soft Ke

Setting Options

Type None (default), Both, Da

Placement   Top right quadrant of image

  Center of image

  Bottom left quadrant of imag

  Bottom right quadrant of ima

  Top left quadrant of image

Transparency Opaque - There will be a background
 Semi - There will be a translucent

 Clear - There will be no backgrou

Text Color White, red, green, blue, cyan, mag

Background Black, white, red, green, blue, cyan

Soft Key Function

Default Returns all settings on scree
their defaults

Exit Saves the settings, exits th
submenu, and returns to t

Image Stamp menu.
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Text Stamp Submenu

  Figure 41: Text Stamp Submenu Use the Text Stamp submenu to stamp an image with text that you enter using the text entry dialog.

 On, you can set the following

enter 
pear 
only 
 On.)

en to 

turns 
nu.
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Text Stamp is either On or Off, and the default is Off. When it is
properties of the text stamp:

Placement
Transparency
Text color
Background 

Note: Text strings can be a maximum of
31 characters.

Table 23: Text Stamp Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Edit Opens text entry screen to 
the text stamp that will ap
on the images. (Available 
when the first line is set to

Default Returns all settings on scre
their defaults.

Exit Exits this submenu and re
to the Image Stamp me
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Logo Stamp Submenu

  Figure 42: Logo Stamp Submenu Logo Stamp is either On or Off, and the default is Off. When it is On, you can:

he Logo Files dialog is displayed. Use 
le you want to use as the Logo Stamp 

alog. 
go 

en to 

turns 
nu.

ile, returns to the 
the selected file 
submenu.

tamp submenu.
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Stamp the image with a logo file
Choose one logo from a list
Choose the placement of the logo
Choose the color
Choose the transparency level

Table 24: Logo Stamp Soft Keys

Logo Files Dialog

Note: By default, no logo files are included with 
your camera. To learn how to get logo files, see 
the HP website at: www.hp.com/photosmart www.hp.com/photosmart www.hp.com/photosmart www.hp.com/photosmart.

When you press the Edit soft key in the Logo Stamp submenu, t
the up and down arrows on the 4-way controller to select the fi
from the list of available files.

Table 25: Logo Files Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Edit  Opens the Logo Files di
(Available only when Lo

Stamp is on.)

Default Returns all settings on scre
their defaults.

Exit Exits this submenu and re
to the Image Stamp me

Soft Key Function

Select  Places a checkmark next to the logo f
Logo Stamp submenu, and displays 

name in the second line of the 

Exit Exits this dialog and returns to Logo S
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Note: All options you set in the Preferences 
menu are active from shot-to-shot; they also 

Preferences Menu

Use the Preferences menu to change a variety of your camera’s general settings. You can select from 

 with 
ion.

 Card 

et 
.

rns 
e.
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remain set when you cycle the power on
the camera.

these options:

  Figure 43: Preferences Menu Display
Sound
Format Card
PC Connect Mode
Date & Time
Image Counter
Camera Name
Language
Reset Settings

Note: For more information on using the
Preferences menu to set up your camera,
see “Appendix A: Using the Preferences Menu” 
starting on page 94.

Table 26: Preferences Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Edit  Opens submenu associated
the highlighted menu opt

Format Available only when Format
is highlighted.

Reset Available only when Res
Settings is highlighted

Exit Exits this submenu and retu
camera to Capture mod
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Display Submenu

  Figure 44: Display Submenu Use the Display submenu to control the display on the camera’s image LCD.

tions

 - 7 (brightest)

0 sec
 sec
 sec
 sec
 sec
ff

 / Off

 sec
min
min
min

efaults.

this 
 the 
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Table 27: Display Submenu

Note: The Instant Review setting determines the 
amount of time an Instant Review of an image 
you just captured is displayed on the image 
LCD. See “Using Instant Review” on page 25 for 
more information.

The Live View setting determines whether the 
live view of Capture mode will automatically 
display on the image LCD or not when you 
power on the camera and set the camera to 
Capture mode.

The Sleep Timeout setting determines how 
quickly the camera goes into sleep mode and 
turns off the image LCD when you are not using 
the camera.

Table 28: Display Soft Keys

Setting Default Op

Brightness Level 4 1 (dimmest)

Instant Review
(see Note)

3 sec 1-1
15
20
25
30

O

Live View
(see Note)

Off On

Sleep Timeout
(see Note)

2 min 30
1 
2 
5 

Soft Key Function

Default  Returns all settings to their d

Exit Saves the settings, exits 
submenu, and returns to

Preferences menu.
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Sound Submenu

  Figure 45: Sound Submenu Use the Sound submenu to control the sounds used on your camera.

rmatting will erase all of the
scripts, and so forth. You will see a 
gure 46).

tions

- 7 (highest)

 / Off

 defaults.

 this 
o the 

card.

en and 
menu.
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Table 29: Sound Submenu

Note: The System Sounds setting determines 
whether or not you will hear the camera’s
system sounds, such as shutter clicks, beeps, 
and so forth.

Table 30: Sound Soft Keys

Format Card Option

  Figure 46: Format Card Confirmation Screen Use the Format Card option to reformat the memory card. Refo
files on the card, including all images, protected files, folders, 
confirmation of your choice to format the memory card (see Fi

Table 31: Format Card Soft Keys

Setting Default Op

Volume Level 7 1 (lowest) 

System Sounds
(see Note)

On On

Soft Key Function

Default  Returns all settings to their

Exit Saves the settings, exits
submenu, and returns t

Preferences menu.

Soft Key Function

Format  Reformats the memory 

Cancel Exits the confirmation scre
returns to the Preferences 
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PC Connect Mode Submenu

  Figure 47: PC Connect Mode Submenu Use the PC Connect Mode submenu to specify how the camera will appear to your computer when 
then transfer images from your

nu

ys

ass Storage Device and 
d to the computer. You 
era to the computer as 
ive. Use this setting to 

 8.6 or better computer, 
 2000 computer.

ith your computer or 
e computer. Use this 
 a Windows Me, 98, or 
ter.

 the 
 the 

aults.

nging 
the 
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connected via the USB interface in PC Connect mode. You can 
camera to the computer via the USB interface.

Table 32: PC Connect Mode Subme

Note: For more information on using the
PC Connect Mode settings, see “Transferring 
Images to Your Computer” on page 38.

Table 33: PC Connect Mode Soft Ke

Setting Function

USB Disk Drive The camera is operated as a USB M
appears as a disk drive connecte
can copy images from your cam
you would from another disk dr

connect the camera to a Mac OS
or to a Windows Me, 98, or

Digita Device (default) You can use software included w
camera to transfer images to th

setting to connect the camera to
2000 compu

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark next to
selected item and returns to

Preferences menu.

Default Resets the settings to their def

Exit Exits this submenu without cha
the settings and returns to 

Preferences menu.
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Set Date & Time Submenu

  Figure 48: Set Date & Time Submenu Use the Set Date & Time submenu to set the camera’s date and time. Press the up and down arrows 
ress the left and right arrows to move 

ys

menu, you see the Format dialog, 
d time formats.

log 
rmat.

ings, 
ns to 

t 
d 
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on the 4-way controller to scroll through the list of numbers. P
between the date/time fields.

Table 34: Set Date & Time Soft Ke

Format Dialog

  Figure 49: Format Dialog When you press the Format soft key in the Set Date & Time sub
which allows you to select from a list of six, predefined date an

Table 35: Format Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Format  Opens the Format List dia
where you can select the fo

Exit Saves the date and time sett
exits this submenu, and retur

the Preferences menu.

Soft Key Function

Select  Places a checkmark nex
to the selected format an
returns to the Set Date &

Time submenu.

Exit Exits this dialog and 
returns to the Set Date &

Time submenu.
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Image Counter Submenu

  Figure 50: Image Counter Submenu Use the Image Counter submenu to set how the image counter works.

u

s

te all of 
camera, 
 the first 
umber 1.

unted 
story of 
. For 
0 is the 

aptured 
ra.

o the 
 to the 

menu 
ing.
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Table 36: Image Counter Submen

Note: Once you have changed the Image 
Counter setting, you must power the
camera off and then on again for the new
setting to take effect. 

Table 37: Image Counter Soft Key

Setting Function

Reset When Empty Each time you dele
the images on your 
the counter restarts
image captured at n

Continuous Counter 
(default)

The images are co
according to the hi

the camera’s use
example: image #40
400th image to be c

with this came

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark next t
selected setting and returns

Preferences menu.

Exit Returns to the Preferences 
without changing the sett
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Camera Name Submenu

  Figure 51: Camera Name Submenu Use the Camera Name submenu to enter a unique name for your camera.

e four character sets (capital letters, 
racter set you want to use displayed 

e:

h the list of characters.

haracter and advance the

 character.

 the camera name.

s

aracter 
ercase 
mbols.

 a letter, 
n point. 

t appear 
aracter.)

 and 
s menu.
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Press the left (Character Set Icon) soft key to toggle through th
lowercase letters, numbers, and symbols) until you see the cha
in the left soft key label area on the overlay bar. Then press th

Up or down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll throug

Right arrow on the 4-way controller to enter the selected c
insertion point in the center of the screen.

Left arrow on the 4-way controller to back up and delete a

Middle (Space) soft key to create a space between words in

Note: Words wrap to the next line when they
get too long.

Table 38: Camera Name Soft Key

Soft Key Function

Character Set Icon Toggles through four ch
sets: capital letters, low

letters, numbers, and sy

Space Adds a space, instead of
and advances the insertio
(The Space key does no

if a space is not a valid ch

Exit Saves the text entered
returns to the Preference
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Language Submenu

  Figure 52: Language Submenu English is set as the default language that is used on the camera. Use the Language submenu to 

 (except for the Language, Format for 
 settings) to their defaults in one step. 
settings (see Figure 53).

s

to the 
turns to 
elected 
.

 menu 
tting.

 to their 
 the 

.

s menu 
ttings.
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select a language from the list of installed languages.

Table 39: Language Soft Keys

Reset Settings Option

  Figure 53: Reset Settings Confirmation Screen Use the Reset Settings option to reset all of the camera settings
the Set Date & Time, PC Connect Mode, and Video Preferences
You will see a confirmation of your choice to reset the camera 

Table 40: Reset Settings Soft Key

Soft Key Function

Select Places a checkmark next 
highlighted language and re
the Preferences menu. The s

language is now used

Exit Returns to the Preferences
without changing the se

Soft Key Function

Reset Resets all camera settings
defaults and returns to

Preferences menu

Cancel Returns to the Preference
without changing the se
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Playback Mode Menu and Soft Keys
 the camera mode dial to Playback 
ra. Once you have captured

ithin the one menu (Play Settings) of 

 

 the 
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To access the Playback mode menu and related soft keys, turn
mode  and press the MENU button on the back of the came
images, you can choose options and settings for the images w
Playback mode.

Play Settings Menu

  Figure 54: Play Settings Menu There are three options in this menu:

Slideshow
Playback Rate
Video

Table 41: Play Settings Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Edit Displays submenu for the
highlighted option.

Exit Exits this menu and returns to
Playback mode screen.
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Slideshow Submenu

  Figure 55: Slideshow Submenu Use the Slideshow submenu to select the criteria for a slideshow to be viewed “on the fly.”

ons

egory

sec

ff

ff

e slideshow.

g the settings 
s menu.

menu, and 
menu.
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Table 42: Slideshow Submenu

Table 43: Slideshow Soft Keys

Setting Default Opti

Content All All, Cat

Duration 2 sec 1-10 

 Sound On On, O

Loop On On, O

Soft Key Function

Start Exits this submenu and displays th

Cancel Exits this submenu without changin
and returns to the Play Setting

Exit Sets all the settings, exits this sub
returns to the Play Settings 
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Playback Rate Submenu

  Figure 56: Playback Rate Submenu Use the Playback Rate submenu to establish a default playback rate for each image type.

u

s

ons

c rate

c rate

efaults.

g the settings 
gs menu.

submenu, and 
 menu.
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Table 44: Playback Rate Submen

Table 45: Playback Rate Soft Key

Setting Default Opti

Timelapse 3 sec 1-10 se

Group 3 sec 1-10 se

Soft Key Function

Default Returns all settings to their d

Cancel Exits this submenu without changin
and returns to the Play Settin

Exit Sets all the settings, then exits this 
returns to the Play Settings
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Video Preferences Submenu

  Figure 57: Video Preferences Submenu Use the Video Preferences submenu to specify the video format: NTSC or PAL. The format that you 
t format:

 States and Japan.

nu

ys 

ons

, PAL

out 
returns 
nu.

this 
e Play 
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choose (NTSC or PAL) depends on your television’s video inpu

NTSC is the video connection standard used in the United
PAL is the video connection standard used in Europe.

Table 46: Video Preferences Subme

Table 47: Video Preferences Soft Ke

Setting Default Opti

Video Out NTSC NTSC

Soft Key Function

Cancel Exits this submenu with
changing the settings and 

to the Play Settings me

Exit Saves the setting, exits 
submenu, and returns to th

Settings menu.
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Review Mode Menus and Soft Keys
e camera mode dial to Review mode 
 captured images, you can change 
us:

 images:

mages, or all of the marked images 
up marked for deletion will not be 
f your choice to delete the images 

 and then 
 screen.

w mode 
age(s).
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To access the Review mode menus and related soft keys, turn th
 and press the MENU button on the camera. Once you have

specifications for the images within the four Review mode men

“Edit Menu” on page 78
“Print Order Form Menu” on page 81
“Transmit Menu” on page 84
“Find Menu” on page 86

Edit Menu

  Figure 58: Edit Menu Use the Edit menu to perform the following actions on selected

Delete
Group
Protect
Categorize

Delete Option

  Figure 59: Delete Confirmation Screen Use the Delete option to delete the current image, a group of i
from the memory card. Note that protected images within a gro
deleted until you unprotect them. You will see a confirmation o
(see Figure 59).

Table 48: Delete Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Delete Deletes the selected image(s)
returns to the Review mode

Cancel Exits and returns to the Revie
screen without deleting im
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Note: A group becomes a folder on the
memory card, in which all the images in that 

Group Name Submenu

Use the Group Name submenu to group all of the images that you have marked. You can start a 
one group to a new group. Note that 

hen an image is protected, you can’t 
and protects the currently selected 

nly the Protect soft key appears. If the 
tiple images, both protected and 
soft keys appear.

pply to the image file:

within that group.

en transferred to a PC.

s you to create a 
ng group. (Images 
ot replicated.)

viously applied.

iew mode screen.
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group are stored. group, add images to an existing group, or move images from 
you can use the Dissolve soft key to dissolve groups.

  Figure 60: Group Name Submenu
Table 49: Group Name Soft Keys

Protect Option

  Figure 61: Protect Option Use the Protect option to protect or unprotect marked images. W
delete it. If there are no marked images, then the Protect comm
image. If the marked or selected single image is unprotected, o
image is protected, only the Unprotect soft key appears. If mul
unprotected, are marked, then both the Protect and Unprotect 

Once you have protected an image, the following restrictions a

You cannot delete the image nor an attached sound.
You cannot attach or re-record a sound.
You cannot attach, change, or remove a category.
Deleting a group will delete only the unprotected images 
You cannot change the file name.
You can move the image file into and out of groups.
The image file will be marked “Read Only” in Windows wh

Soft Key Function

Add (If current image is 
not grouped, but at least 

one group exists.)

Create (If current image 
is not grouped and no 

groups exist.)

Displays a dialog that allow
new group or add to an existi

are moved into groups, n

Dissolve Removes any grouping pre

Exit Exits and returns to the Rev
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Table 50: Protect Soft Keys

he camera has predefined categories, 

n use the Select soft key to attach the 
 at a time, or you can categorize all 

 unprotected. 
rrent image.

, this soft key 
ect soft key. 
 images.

 and returns 
creen.

e or marked 
ext to the 

.

ew categories 
de screen.
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Note: A category is an image tag which is
useful for finding images or playing a
slideshow of a category of images.

Categories Submenu

Use the Categories submenu to assign images to a category. T
such as vacation, work, pets, family, and friends

  Figure 62: Categories Submenu
Choose the category you want using the 4-way controller, the
category to the image. You can assign categories to one image
marked images at once.

Table 51: Categories Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Protect Appears if selected images are
Allows you to protect the cu

Unprotect If multiple images are marked
appears along with the Prot

Allows you to unprotect

Exit Cancels the protect operation
to the Review mode s

Soft Key Function

Select Assigns a category to an imag
images. Places a checkmark n

assigned category

Exit Updates the image files with the n
and returns to the Review mo
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Print Order Form Menu

ormat (DPOF) file.

ys

ge or marked 
s a secondary 
opies and size 

e contents of 

r DPOF file.

bmenu.

te all entries of 

 mode screen.
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  Figure 63: Print Order Form Menu Use the Print Order Form menu to create a Digital Print Order F

Table 52: Print Order Form Menu

Note: See “Using a Digital Print Order Format 
(DPOF) File” on page 44 for more information. Table 53: Print Order Form Soft Ke

Option Function

Add Images Allows you to add current ima
images to the DPOF file. Open
screen to specify number of c

of photos.

View Order Displays a scrolling list of th
the DPOF file.

Erase Order Erases the contents of you

Soft Key Function

Add/Select Opens appropriate su

Erase Asks for confirmation to dele
the DPOF file.

Exit Exits and returns to the Review
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Add to Order Submenu

  Figure 64: Add to Order Submenu Use the Add to Order submenu to add current or marked images to the DPOF file and to set up the 

 no images are marked, the image

s
e of 

zes 

file.

es.
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print settings for those images.

If you have any marked images, they are added to the order. If
currently selected in the Review mode is added to the order.

Table 54: Add to Order Submenu

Note: Standard means one of the standard 
print sizes. You specify the exact size you want 
your Standard prints to be at the printer. For 
example, you can specify that all Standard 
images be printed at 4” x 6”.

Table 55: Add to Order Soft Keys

Setting Options

Copies 1-999 (1=default)

Size Index - Thumbnail
Standard (default) - On

the standard print si
(see Note)

Soft Key Function

Add Adds images to the DPOF 

Cancel Exits without adding imag
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View Order Option

  Figure 65: Print Order Form Screen of the Use the View Order option to view a list of ordered images in the DPOF file. You can scroll through 
 However, you cannot edit this list.

ey

POF file. You will see a confirmation 

 menu.

POF file.

rm menu 
F file.
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View Order Option this list using the up and down arrows on the 4-way controller.

Table 56: View Order Option Soft K

Erase Order Option

  Figure 66: Erase Order Confirmation Screen Use the Erase Order option to erase all of the entries from the D
of your choice to erase all entries (see Figure 66).

Table 57: Erase Order Soft Keys

Soft Key Function

Exit Returns to the Print Order Form

Soft Key Function

Erase Erases the contents of the D

Exit Returns to the Print Order Fo
without clearing the DPO
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Transmit Menu

ges to, or receive images from, 

ys

mode. 
ending 
d then 
creen.

ode. 
irm 
ther 
eview 

s to the 

to the 
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  Figure 67: Transmit Menu Use the Transmit menu to transfer images in one of two ways:

Camera-Camera
Camera-Printer

Camera-Camera Option

Use the Camera-Camera option to send current or marked ima
another Digita camera. 

Note: For more information, see “Transmitting 
Images Between Two Cameras” on page 48. Table 58: Camera-Camera Soft Ke

Soft Key Function

Send Sets the camera into sender 
Displays a screen to confirm s
images to another camera an
returns to the Review mode s

Receive Sets the camera to receiver m
Brings up a screen to conf

receiving images from ano
camera and returns to the R

mode screen.

Stop Stops transmitting and return
Transmit menu.

Exit Exits this screen and returns 
Review mode screen.
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Camera-Printer Option

Use the Camera-Printer option to send current or marked images to a printer via the

s

mode. 
sending 
e Review 

 to the 
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HP JetSend infrared technology. 
Note: For more information, see “JetSending 
Images to a Printer” on page 46. Table 59: Camera-Printer Soft Key

Soft Key Function

Send Sets the camera to sender 
Displays a screen to confirm 
images and then returns to th

mode screen.

Exit Exits this screen and returns
Review mode screen.
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Find Menu

gory or by date (but not both at the 
sults of the find operation, the Find 
e chronologically displayed. If no 
essage.

y Soft Keys

s (Find By 
ory).

 find.

rns to the 
.

s a selected 

turns the 
ginal, 
nd turns off 
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  Figure 68: Find Menu Use the Find menu to search for specific images, either by cate
same time). When you return to the Review mode to view the re
icon will appear in the lower, right corner. All find results will b
images match your search criteria, then you will see an error m

Table 60: Find By Date and Find By Categor

Soft Key Function

Edit Displays specific find option
Date, or Find By Categ

Select Selects the category to

Exit Exits the Find screen and retu
Review mode screen

Mark After the Find operation, mark
image.

Show All After the Find operation, re
thumbnail row to the ori

chronological list of images a
the Find icon.
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Find By Date Submenu

  Figure 69: Find By Date Submenu Use the Find By Date submenu to enter the range of dates using the 4-way controller.

f categories and enter the “find”
t soft key to select the category with 

ys

turns to the 
y results.

e Find menu 
mmand.

m the Find By 
 command.

 menu without 
nd.
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Table 61: Find By Date Soft Keys

Find By Category Submenu

  Figure 70: Find By Category Submenu Use the Find By Category submenu to scroll through the list o
category with the 4-way controller. You can then use the Selec
which you want to do the search.

Table 62: Find By Category Soft Ke

Soft Key Function

Find Executes the Find criteria and re
Review mode screen to displa

Exit Exits this screen and returns to th
without executing the Find co

Soft Key Function

Select Selects the checkmarked category fro
Category list and executes the Find

Exit Exits this screen and returns to the Find
executing the Find comma



Troubleshooting Common Problems

Chapter 7: Troubleshooting

lems you may encounter while using 

e “Contacting HP Customer Care” on 

 have installed in the camera. They 
 a digital camera. Use only high 
 alkaline, or NiMH batteries.
 inserted correctly. The positive and

 completely drained. Try installing 
,

 instead of batteries:

elow.

e batteries and/or unplug the HP AC 
 20 minutes with the battery door 
en either re-install the batteries or 
 door, and try powering on the 

, you should see an empty battery 
mage LCD turned off, or insert 
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Overview
This chapter explains how to troubleshoot some common prob
your camera.

If you still cannot remedy the problem, contact HP for help. Se
page 93.

Troubleshooting Common Problems
Note: For information about preserving battery 
life and about HP accessories you can use to 
power the camera (such as the HP AC power 
adapter, and the HP rechargeable batteries and 
battery recharger), see Appendix B starting on 
page 103.

Problem Solution

The camera will not 
power on

If you are using batteries:
Check the type of batteries that you
may not be the appropriate type for
quality AA photo lithium, high drain
Check to make sure the batteries are
negative poles may be reversed.
The batteries’ charge may be low or
new batteries or recharged batteries

If you are using the HP AC power adapter
Is the AC power adapter plugged in?

Is there power at the outlet?

Is the AC power adapter dead?

Also see the next problem and solution, b

The camera is not 
responding at all  − it 
won’t power on or off

Open the battery compartment door, remove th
power adapter, and let the camera sit for about
open to allow the camera to discharge fully. Th
plug in the AC power adapter, close the battery
camera again.

The camera is powered 
on, but there’s no display 
on the image LCD

Press the DISPLAY button again.
Power the camera off and then on again.
The batteries may be nearly drained. (If so
status icon on the status LCD.) Leave the i
charged batteries.
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again.
 power adapter. Then reinstall the 

, and power on the camera again.

ries from the camera, or you remove 
pter, for more than 5 minutes. (Note 
nd time will remain set as long as 

tteries in within 5 minutes of when 
re using the HP AC power adapter, 

 batteries are drained) when you 
less than 5 minutes at a time.

r fully draining them four times for 
nd performance. For more 
and Recharger” on page 108.

.

e mode menus on the image LCD.

 three times to move to the 

r seven times to move to the 

bmenu is displayed.

troller to highlight the language

ghlighted language and to exit this 
apture mode, and the camera is now 

. 

Problem Solution
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The camera is powered 
on, but when I press a 
button, the camera does 
not respond

Try powering the camera off and then on 
Remove the batteries or unplug the HP AC
batteries or plug in the AC power adapter

I always have to re-set the 
date and time after I 
change the batteries in 
the camera or unplug the 
HP AC power adapter 
from the camera

This will happen if either you remove the batte
the batteries and unplug the HP AC power ada
that even if the batteries are drained, the date a
you leave the drained batteries in the camera.) 

When changing batteries, try to put the new ba
you remove the old batteries. Similarly, if you a
either leave batteries in the camera (even if the
unplug the adapter, or unplug the adapter for 

The rechargeable HP 
NiMH batteries I’m using 
don’t seem to power the 
camera for very long

You must recharge all 4 HP NiMH batteries afte
the batteries to reach their optimum capacity a
information, see “Using the HP NiMH Batteries 

The incorrect language is 
set on the camera

1. Set the camera mode dial to Capture mode 

2. Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3. Press the MENU button to display the Captur

4. Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller
Preferences menu.

5. Press the down arrow on the 4-way controlle
Language menu option.

6. Press the left (Edit) soft key. The Language su

7. Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way con
 you want.

8. Press the left (Select) soft key to select the hi
screen. You return to the Preferences menu of C
using the language you set.

9. Press the right (Exit) soft key to exit the menu
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ou may see on the camera:

splayed on the status LCD and the 
played on the image LCD. This 
atted. Either see “Formatting the 

n on how to format the card, or 
ther, formatted one.

ng bolt icon blinks on the status LCD 
. “Err” and the lightning bolt will 
the batteries are drained. This
e “Contacting HP Customer Care” on 

inks a 3-digit error code on the status 
n on again. You may also need to 
in. If the problem persists, see
93 to call HP for help. Be sure to tell 
you see displayed on the status LCD.

a, or the memory card is full. If there 
 a memory card in it, and then power 
, transfer the images you want to 
es to Your Computer” on page 38), 
 to free-up space.

tinuous counting of images. If you 
card is empty, you can change the 
he Preferences menu in Capture 

71. Once you have changed the 
era off and then on again. Also 

letely empty.

 Capture mode .

sing the Macro auto focus range.

ck” on page 18.

 image LCD must be turned on.

ture mode . Then press the 

Problem Solution
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The camera is displaying 
an error message

There are 3 different types of error messages y

Memory card is not formatted - “Err” is di
message “Card requires formatting” is dis
means the memory card needs to be form
Memory Card” on page 98 for informatio
replace the current memory card with ano

Flash cannot charge - “Err” and the lightni
for 3 seconds, then the camera powers off
remain displayed on the status LCD until 
problem requires repair of the camera. Se
page 93 to call HP for help.

Other errors - The camera locks up and bl
LCD. Try powering the camera off and the
remove the batteries and install them aga
“Contacting HP Customer Care” on page
the HP representative the error code that 

The camera’s status LCD 
is flashing 000

There is no memory card installed in the camer
isn’t one installed, power off the camera, install
on the camera again. If the memory card is full
keep to your computer (see “Transferring Imag
and then delete images from the memory card

The image counter on the 
camera’s status LCD won’t 
reset when the memory 
card is empty

The default setting for the image counter is con
want to have it reset to zero when the memory 
setting in the Image Counter submenu (under t
mode). See “Image Counter Submenu” on page
image counter setting, you must power the cam
ensure that the camera’s memory card is comp

The camera will not focus Ensure that the camera mode dial is set to

You may be too close to the subject. Try u

Try using Focus Lock. See “Using Focus Lo

Digital zoom is not 
working

For digital zoom to work correctly, the camera’s

Ensure that the camera mode dial is set to Cap
DISPLAY button.
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ile the flash is charging. Try pressing 
he flash has charged.

he camera is sitting under bright 
-Second Timer mode, instead. (See 

y be dead. If so, replace the battery.

the EV Compensation submenu of 
Submenu” on page 57.

t mode ?

he camera and computer?

?

need to reset the hub. (It may have 
urbance such as that generated by 
ve the camera connected to the hub, 
d remove power from the hub. Then 

reconnect the hub to the computer.

again.

 Camera Wizard (for Windows Me) or 
ws 98 and 2000) to transfer images, 

 (under the Preferences menu of
 Device?

bmenu setting of USB Disk
era appear as a disk drive in

not connect to the camera via the 
upport the USB interface. You must 
 or a memory card reader to transfer 
instead. 

 (under the Preferences menu of
isk Drive?

Problem Solution
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The HP Remote Control is 
not working

The HP Remote Control does not work wh
the Remote Control’s trigger again once t

The HP Remote Control may not work if t
lights or in full sun. In this case, use the 10
“Setting the Timer Mode” on page 11.)

The battery in the HP Remote Control ma

The captured images are 
over- or under-exposed

Change the exposure compensation setting in 
the Photo Assist menu. See “EV Compensation 

The computer does not 
recognize the camera 
when connected via the 
USB cable

On both Windows and Macintosh computers:

Is the camera powered on?

Is the camera mode dial set to PC Connec

Is the USB cable firmly attached to both t

Is the USB port enabled on the computer

Are you using a USB hub? If so, you may 
become disabled due to an electrical dist
static electricity.) To reset the USB hub, lea
disconnect the hub from the computer, an
reconnect the power to the USB hub and 

Try powering the camera off and then on 

On Windows Me, 98, and 2000 computers:

If you are using the Microsoft Scanner and
the HP Photo Imaging Software (for Windo
is the PC Connect Mode submenu setting
Capture mode) in the camera set to Digita

If you are using the PC Connect Mode su
Drive in the camera instead, does the cam
Windows Explorer?

Note: Computers running Windows NT 4.0 can
USB cable, because Windows NT 4.0 does not s
use either an HP P1000/1100 or similar printer,
the images to your Windows NT 4.0 computer, 

On Macintosh computers:

Is the PC Connect Mode submenu setting
Capture mode) in the camera set to USB D
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he camera through its own TWAIN 
ry on how to select a TWAIN source, 
ether a program supports TWAIN is 
e File menu. If not, then check for a 
rt selection of the File menu. If
ck the manual for the software
can images, instead.

problem, consult the Technical 
ated on the HP website at: 

at the camera does not accept group 
s of language).
 less, and cannot contain spaces.

o the To date.

or PAL) that you set in the Video 
ect for the video input format of
nu” on page 77.)

 seconds to transfer an image from 

able.
ow is lined-up with the printer’s
printer are about 10 inches apart.

a camera.
w is lined-up with the other camera’s 

about 10 inches apart.

Problem Solution
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A TWAIN error occurs 
when a software program 
tries to acquire an image 
from the camera

Verify that the software program can see t
select source. While software programs va
generally the easiest way to determine wh
to see if there is an Acquire selection in th
TWAIN command located under the Impo
neither exits, and you have a scanner, che
program to see if you can use TWAIN to s

For more detailed information about this 
Support section for this camera that is loc
www.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmartwww.hp.com/photosmart.

I am trying to name a 
group of images, but the 
camera is not responding

Try using a different group name. Note th
names that begin with BR or TL (regardles
Group names must be eight characters or

I am searching through 
images by date, and have 
selected the find dates, 
but the camera is not 
responding

Make sure that the From date is prior or equal t

I can’t get images to 
display on my television 
when I connect my 
camera to it

Make sure that the video output format (NTSC 
Preferences submenu of Playback mode is corr
your television. (See “Video Preferences Subme

I’m having trouble 
JetSending an image to 
my printer

Be aware that it will take an average of 20
the camera to a printer via JetSend.
Make sure that your printer is JetSend-cap
Make sure that the camera’s infrared wind
infrared sensor, and that the camera and 

I’m having trouble 
sending images to 
another camera

Make sure that the other camera is a Digit
Make sure that the camera’s infrared windo
infrared sensor, and that the cameras are 



Contacting HP Customer Care

Contacting HP Customer Care

m/photosmartm/photosmartm/photosmartm/photosmart, is a great place to 
et instant access to helpful tips and 
re updates − 24 hours a day,

d in this chapter, contact HP for help. 
re listed below.

e access code.

2
1 800 472 6684

06
07

 52 58 143

52 02
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HP Customer Care Online

Click your way to a great solution! The HP website, www.hp.cowww.hp.cowww.hp.cowww.hp.co
start for answers to questions about your HP products. You’ll g
tricks, downloadable drivers, and the latest product and softwa
7 days a week.

HP Customer Care by Phone

If you encounter a problem with your camera that is not covere
HP has Customer Support Centers worldwide, some of which a

Note: For a complete  list of HP’s Customer 
Support Centers worldwide, go to the HP
website, www.hp.com/photosmart,www.hp.com/photosmart,www.hp.com/photosmart,www.hp.com/photosmart, and click 
the AssistanceAssistanceAssistanceAssistance button on the navigation bar.

                                     HP’s Customer Support Centers

                                 Replace a + with your international telephon

North America Canada: 905-206-4663
Mexico - Mexico City: +52 58 992
Mexico - Outside Mexico City: +0
United States: 208-376-3686

Europe Belgium - Dutch: +32 (0)2 626 88
Belgium - French: +32 (0)2 626 88
Denmark: +45 39 29 4099
Finland: +358 (0)203 47 288
France: +33 (0)1 43 62 34 34
Germany (24PF/min): +49 (0)180
Italy: +39 02 264 10350
Netherlands: +31 (0)20 606 8751
Norway: +47 22 11 6299
Spain: +34 902 321 123
Sweden: +46 (0)8 619 2170
United Kingdom: +44 (0)207 512 
English language support from
other European countries:
+44 (0)171 512 52 02

Asia/Pacific Australia: +61 3 8877 8000
Korea: +82 (2) 3270 0700
Singapore: +65 272 5300
Taiwan: +886 (2) 2717 0055



Accessing the Preferences Menu

Appendix A: Using the Preferences Menu

 of your camera’s general settings. 
e the brightness of the camera’s 

 memory card in the camera, change 
g the camera to a computer.

pture mode menus are displayed on 

o move to the Preferences menu (see 

 highlight to the menu option you 

ighlighted menu option.
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Overview
Note: For reference information regarding the 
options and soft keys in the Preferences menu, 
see “Preferences Menu” starting on page 66.

Use the Preferences menu in Capture mode to change a variety
For example, with the Preferences menu options you can chang
image LCD or the volume of the camera’s sounds, reformat the
the date and time on the camera, or set the mode for connectin

This appendix covers the following topics:

“Accessing the Preferences Menu” on page 94
“Setting the Display” on page 95
“Controlling Camera Sounds” on page 97
“Formatting the Memory Card” on page 98
“Selecting the PC Connect Mode” on page 98
“Setting the Date and Time” on page 99
“Setting the Image Counter” on page 100
“Naming Your Camera” on page 101
“Selecting a Language” on page 102
“Resetting Camera Settings” on page 102

  Figure 71: Preferences Menu Accessing the Preferences Menu
To access the Preferences menu:

1 Set the camera mode dial to Capture mode .

2 Power on the camera if you haven’t already.

3 Press the MENU button on the back of the camera. The Ca
the image LCD.

4 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller three  times t
Figure 71).

Note: All of the settings you make in the
Preferences menu are active from shot-to-shot; 
they also remain set when you cycle the power 
on the camera.

5 Press the down arrow on the 4-way controller to move the
want to select.

6 Press the left (Edit, Format, or Reset) soft key to select the h



Setting the Display

Setting the Display
’s image LCD.

 display on the camera’s image LCD. 
st). The default value is 4.

ded, to highlight the Brightness

ll through the values until you see 

splay submenu, and return to the 

d on the image LCD either the One 
or the first image of a Timelapse 
ge 25 for more information.) The 
e maximum setting is that it is
r the final image in a Continuous or 

Instant Review Off:

hlight the Instant Review option.

ll through the values until you see 

splay submenu, and return to the 
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  Figure 72: Display Submenu Use the Display submenu to control the display on the camera

Brightness Level

Use the Brightness Level setting to control the brightness of the
You can set the Brightness Level from 1 (dimmest) to 7 (brighte

To change the Brightness Level:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller, if nee
Level option.

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to scro
the value you want.

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the Di
Preferences menu.

Instant Review

The camera’s Instant Review feature allows you to see displaye
Shot image, the final image of a Continuous image sequence, 
sequence you just captured. (See “Using Instant Review” on pa
default setting is that Instant Review is on for 3 seconds, and th
on for 30 seconds, after you capture either a One Shot image o
Timelapse sequence.

To change the duration of the Instant Review period, or to turn 

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to hig

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to scro
the value you want.

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the Di
Preferences menu.



Setting the Display

Live View

re Mode will automatically display 
et the camera to Capture mode. The 

lay on the image LCD when you 

hlight the Live View option.

nge the value to On.

splay submenu, and return to the 

ivity, the camera goes to “sleep” by 
n other functions to conserve power. 
akes” the camera from sleep mode. 

nal 5 minutes of inactivity. Once the 
witch to power it on again.

 goes into sleep mode when you are 

hlight the Sleep Timeout option.

ll through the values until you see 

splay submenu, and return to the 
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Note: The image LCD uses a lot of battery 
power. If you are running your camera on
batteries rather than with the HP-approved AC 
power adapter, you may want to limit your use 
of the image LCD. In turn, you may want to 
leave the Live View setting at its default Off 
value to preserve battery power.

The Live View setting determines whether the live view of Captu
on the image LCD or not when you power on the camera and s
default value for Live View is Off.

To change the setting so Live View is On (that it will always disp
power on the camera and set the camera to Capture mode):

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to hig

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to cha

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the Di
Preferences menu.

Sleep Timeout 

Note: For convenience as you learn to use your 
camera’s features and menu options, you may 
want to set the Sleep Timeout to the longest 
interval (5 minutes). This will give you time to 
consider a feature or menu option before the 
camera goes into sleep mode and the image 
LCD turns off.

Prior to the camera completely powering itself off due to inact
turning off the image LCD and either turning off or slowing dow
Pressing any button on the camera (except the power switch) “w

After the camera goes to sleep, it will power off after an additio
camera completely powers itself off, you must use the power s

The Sleep Timeout setting determines how quickly the camera
not using the camera. The default value is 2 minutes.

To change the Sleep Timeout:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to hig

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to scro
the value you want.

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the Di
Preferences menu.



Controlling Camera Sounds

Controlling Camera Sounds
amera

 level of the sounds on your camera. 
 and the sounds you attach to images 
26). You can set the Volume Level 
 is 4.

ded, to highlight the Volume

ll through the values until you see 

und submenu, and return to the

ll hear the camera’s system sounds, 
n (that you will hear system sounds).

hlight the System Sounds option.

nge the value to Off.

und submenu, and return to the
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  Figure 73: Sound Submenu Use the Sound submenu to control the sounds used on your c

Volume Level

The Volume Level setting allows you to determine the volume
This includes both the system sounds (see the next subsection)
via the Sound Record button (see “Recording Sound” on page
from 1 (lowest/softest) to 7 (highest/loudest). The default value

To change the Volume Level:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller, if nee
Level option.

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to scro
the value you want.

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the So
Preferences menu.

System Sounds

The Systems Sounds setting determines whether or not you wi
such as shutter clicks, beeps, and so forth. The default value is O

To change the setting so that System Sounds are turned Off:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to hig

2 Press the right or left arrow on the 4-way controller to cha

3 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the setting, exit the So
Preferences menu.



Formatting the Memory Card

  Figure 74: Format Card Confirmation Screen Formatting the Memory Card
Use the Format Card option to reformat the memory card in your camera. Reformatting will erase all 

iles, folders, scripts, and so forth.

ormat) soft key, you will see a
gure 74). You can either press the
 the right (Cancel) soft key to exit the 

d return to the Preferences menu.

 will appear to your computer when 
then transfer images from your
s the PC Connect Mode settings
y the checkmark to the left of it. The 

nu

ded, to highlight the PC Connect 

 highlighted mode, and you return to 
you just selected.

rage Device and appears as 
You can copy images from 
ld from another disk drive. 

to a Mac OS 8.6 or better 
, or 2000 computer.

r computer or camera to 
is setting to connect the 

 2000 computer.
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of the files (images) on the memory card, including protected f

When you select the Format Card option by pressing the left (F
confirmation of your choice to format the memory card (see Fi
middle (Format) soft key to reformat the memory card, or press
confirmation screen without reformatting the memory card an

Selecting the PC Connect Mode
  Figure 75: PC Connect Mode Submenu Use the PC Connect Mode submenu to specify how the camera

connected via the USB interface in PC Connect mode. You can 
camera to the computer via the USB interface. Table 63 explain
and their functions. The currently selected mode is indicated b
default mode is Digita Device.

Table 63: PC Connect Mode Subme

Note: The USB Disk Drive mode will remain
set on your camera only if you power off the 
camera by using the power switch. By powering 
off the camera correctly, you will not  have to 
repeat these procedures when transferring 
images to your computer in the future.

To change the PC Connect Mode:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller, if nee
Mode you want.

2 Press the left (Select) soft key. The checkmark moves to the
the Preferences menu. The camera is now set to the mode 

Setting Function

USB Disk Drive The camera is operated as a USB Mass Sto
a disk drive connected to the computer. 
your camera to the computer as you wou

Use this setting to connect the camera 
computer, or to a Windows Me, 98

Digita Device 
(default)

You can use software included with you
transfer images to the computer. Use th

camera to a Windows Me, 98, or



Setting the Date and Time

  Figure 76: Set Date & Time Submenu Setting the Date and Time
Use the Set Date & Time submenu to set the camera’s date and time. If you wish to change the

n, “Format Dialog.”

rough the list of numbers on the left 
mber in the currently highlighted 
wn in the example in Figure 76) 

 the currently highlighted field, press 
d. When you have finished setting the 
d time settings and return to the

e to 2:51 pm, as shown in the example 

ou highlight 9999, which sets the Month 
tember).

e Day field.

ou highlight 18 18 18 18.

e Year field.

ou highlight 00000000.

e Hour field.

ou highlight 02020202.

e Minutes field.

ou highlight 51515151.

ave the am/pm field as it is.

ings and return to the
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format that is used for the date and time, see the next subsectio

Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll th
side of the screen until you reach the number you want. The nu
field in the center of the screen (such as the Month field, as sho
changes accordingly. When you have selected the number for
the right arrow on the 4-way controller to move to the next fiel
date and time, press the right (Exit) soft key to save the date an
Preferences menu.

Note: Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way 
controller to scroll through the numbers on the 
left side of the screen. Press the right or left 
arrow to move between the date/time fields in 
the center of the screen.

For example, to set the date to September 18, 2000 and the tim
in Figure 76:

1 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller until y
field in the center of the screen to 9 (for the month of Sep

2 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to move to th

3 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller until y

4 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to move to th

5 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller until y

6 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to move to th

7 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller until y

8 Press the right arrow on the 4-way controller to move to th

9 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller until y

Since the am/pm setting is set to pm by default, simply le

10Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the date and time sett
Preferences menu.



Setting the Image Counter

  Figure 77: Format Dialog Format Dialog

When you press the left (Format) soft key in the Set Date & Time submenu, you see the Format
ate and time formats. There are three 
 which use the 12-hour clock format. 
hich means the date is in the Month/

mat (so that the date will be in the 
ock format), follow these steps:

enu to move to the Format dialog.

hlight the MM/DD/YY 24 hours

 highlighted date and time format, 
era is now set to the date and time

 works. You can set the camera either 
ges from your camera, or to keep a 

’s use.

ns. The currently selected setting is 
 is Continuous Counter.

u

es on your camera, the 
aptured at number 1.

g to the history of the 
e #400 is the 400th 
h this camera.
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dialog, which allows you to select from a list of six, predefined d
formats which use the 24-hour clock format, and three formats
The default format for the date and time is MM/DD/YY 12 hr, w
Day/Year format, and the time is in the 12-hour clock format.

For example, to set your camera to the MM/DD/YY 24 hour for
Month/Day/Year format, and the time will be in the 24-hour cl

1 Press the left (Format) soft key in the Set Date & Time subm

2 Press the up or down arrow on the 4-way controller to hig
format in the Format dialog.

3 Press the left (Select) softkey, The checkmark moves to the
and you return to the Set Date & Time submenu. The cam
format you just selected.

Setting the Image Counter
  Figure 78: Image Counter Submenu Use the Image Counter submenu to set how the image counter

to restart numbering at 1 (one) each time you delete all the ima
continuous count of images from the beginning of the camera

Table 64 explains the Image Counter settings and their functio
indicated by the checkmark to the left of it. The default setting

Table 64: Image Counter Submen

Setting Function

Reset When Empty Each time you delete all of the imag
counter restarts the first image c

Continuous Counter 
(default)

The images are counted accordin
camera’s use. For example: imag

image to be captured wit



Naming Your Camera

To change the Image Counter setting:

ded, to highlight the Image Counter 

e highlighted setting, and you return 

g to take effect.

ur camera. The camera name is used 
ted images from one camera to 
page 48 for more information.) The 

A, camera B’s name appears in the 
 A when any images from camera B 
the image information area when you 
e them.

etters of the default camera name.

h the four character sets (capital
ee the character set you want to use
.

rough the list of characters on the left 

ted character and advance the

ete a character.
rds in the camera name.

 set and return to the
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Note: Once you have changed the Image 
Counter setting, you must power the
camera off and then on again for the new
setting to take effect. 

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller, if nee
setting you want.

2 Press the left (Select) soft key. The checkmark moves to th
to the Preferences menu.

3 Power the camera off and then on again for the new settin

  Figure 79: Camera Name Submenu Naming Your Camera
Use the Camera Name submenu to enter a unique name for yo
to identify images in the Review mode when you have transmit
another. (See “Transmitting Images Between Two Cameras” on 
default camera name is Digita Camera.

For example, if you transmit images from camera B to camera 
image information area of the Review mode screen on camera
are viewed on camera A. The camera name does not  appear in 
view images in Review mode on the camera you used to captur

Note: If a group name is applied to an image, 
then the group name, rather than the camera 
name, appears in the image information area of 
the Review Mode screen.

To name your camera:

1 Press the left arrow on the 4-way controller to delete the l

2 Press the left (Character Set Icon) soft key to toggle throug
letters, lowercase letters, numbers, or symbols) until you s
displayed in the left soft key label area on the overlay bar

3 Press the:

Up or down arrow on the 4-way controller to scroll th
side of the screen.
Right arrow on the 4-way controller to enter the selec
insertion point in the center of the screen.
Left arrow on the 4-way controller to back up and del
Middle (Space) soft key to create a space between wo

Note: Words wrap to the next line when they
get too long.

4 Press the right (Exit) soft key to save the camera name you
Preferences menu.



Selecting a Language

Selecting a Language
ra. Use the Language submenu to 

hlight the language setting you want.

e highlighted language, and you 
ow used on the camera.

 (except for the Language, the Format 
Preferences settings) to their defaults 

(Reset) soft key, you will see a
igure 81). You can either press the
Cancel) soft key to exit the
o the Preferences menu.
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  Figure 80: Language Submenu English is set as the default language that is used on the came
select a language from the list of installed languages.

To select a language:

1 Press the down or up arrow on the 4-way controller to hig

2 Press the left (Select) soft key. The checkmark moves to th
return to the Preferences menu. The selected language is n

Resetting Camera Settings
  Figure 81: Reset Settings Confirmation Screen Use the Reset Settings option to reset all of the camera settings

for the Set Date & Time, the PC Connect Mode, and the Video 
in one step.

When you select the Reset Settings option by pressing the left 
confirmation of your choice to reset the camera settings (see F
middle (Reset) soft key to reset the settings, or press the right (
confirmation screen without resetting the settings, and return t



Camera Specifications

Appendix B: Camera and Accessories Information

e 108

l camera.

 (H)

nd memory card

)
/2x, playback 2x

nd Sepia
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Overview
This appendix covers the following topics:

“Camera Specifications” on page 103

“Battery Life” on page 106

“HP Accessories for Powering the Camera” on page 107
“Using the HP AC Power Adapter” on page 108
“Using the HP NiMH Batteries and Recharger” on pag

“Storage Capacities of Memory Cards” on page 109

Camera Specifications
The following table lists the specifications for the HP 618 digita

Camera Dimensions 127.5mm (L) x 56.5mm (W) x 71.5mm
(5.0 in. x 2.8 in. x 2.2 in.)

Weight 300 g (10.6 oz.) without batteries a

Zoom 3x optical, 2x digital zoom
5.2-16.5mm
34-108mm (35mm equivalent
Digital zoom: shooting 1.2/1.5

Sensor 2.11 megapixel, 1/2.7” CCD

Color Depth 30-bit (10 bits x 3 colors)

Color Control Full color, B&W (black and white), a

Resolution Full Size: 1600 x 1200 pixels
1/4: 800 x 600 pixels



Camera Specifications

HP Imaging Custom ASIC for higher-performance image
processing

,000 operations per 

x 10”

ments in 8 groups;

cus

ps

)

ith choice of Average, 

wfinder with diopter 

-1 to +1m-1

.8 ft.)

cus
ity

 (1.97 ft.)

o infinity

 Red-Eye Reduction, 
d-Eye Reduction, 
ith Red-Eye Reduction

.) - 5.4m (18 ft.) at 5.2mm
 16.5 m
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Technology
Image processing at 220,000
image in <1/2 second
Excellent enlargements at 8” 

Lens PENTAXTM power zoom (9 ele
2 aspherical elements)
f/2.4-f/4.0
TTL (through the lens) auto fo

Image Type Settings One Shot
Continuous
Timelapse

Exposure 
Compensation

+/-2.0 EV (Exposure Value) in .5 ste

Shutter Speed 1/1000 to 4 seconds

Sensitivity Auto, Fixed (100 or 200 ISO speed

AE Metering TTL AE (auto exposure) metering w
Center-Weighted, or Spot

Viewfinder Separate zooming optical vie
adjustment
Diopter adjustment from -3m
Field of view: 85% (at 3m or 9

Focus TTL contrast-detection auto fo
Normal: 0.5m (1.64 ft.) to infin
Macro: 0.1m (0.33 ft.) to 0.6m
Infinity
Manual focus: 0.1m (0.33 ft.) t

Flash Built-in flash
Flash modes: Auto, Auto with
Forced On, Forced On with Re
Forced Off, Night, and Night w
Effective range: 0.3m (0.98 ft
0.3m (0.98 ft.) - 3.7m (12 ft.) at



Camera Specifications

Exposure Settings Auto, Landscape Program, Portrait Program, Action 
Program, Aperture Priority, and Shutter Priority

pe II, Power level 0) 

te Control (included)

45 seconds of recording 

rescent

d protocols

atic image rotation on 

n TFT color LCD with 

reen images

nfrared technology to 

tegorize images
and Time, Text, or Logo 

, timer mode, auto 
g

ries (included)
or rechargeable NiMH 
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Memory Card CompactFlashTM card (Type I or Ty
shipped with camera 

Timer 10-second delay
3-second delay with HP Remo

Sound Capture and play back sound with 
per image

White Balance Auto, Daylight, Tungsten, and Fluo

Interfaces USB connection to computers
HP JetSend and Digita infrare
NTSC/PAL TV connections
Orientation sensor for autom
TV, computers, and cameras

Camera Operating 
System

Flashpoint Digita

Image LCD 2” low temperature poly-silico
130,338 pixels
Adjustable brightness control
Displays thumbnails or full sc

Image Control 
Functions

Create slideshows of images
Send images via HP JetSend i
JetSend-capable printers
Delete, protect, group, and ca
Watermark images with Date 
stamps

Status LCD Displays battery status, flash mode
focus mode, and pictures remainin

Power 4 AA non-rechargeable batte
Optional: AC power adapter, 
batteries and recharger



Battery Life

Battery Life
s on how you use the camera and on 
mates of battery life in a variety of 

nd flash)

 on)

ity images. (See “File Settings Sub-
mages take the camera longer to

. Operating the camera at colder

arged battery will reduce battery life 

argeable and rechargeable batteries.

 instead of batteries, or use recharge-

 accessories you can use for powering 

High Drain Alkaline

230

150

300

90

45
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Caution: Use only AA photo lithium, high drain 
alkaline, or NiMH batteries in the HP 618 digital 
camera. Do not mix batteries of different types. 
Replace all 4 batteries at the same time; do not  
replace the batteries individually. Always follow 
all of the manufacturer’s instructions on the 
battery package when handling, recharging, or 
disposing of batteries.

The life of the batteries you use in your HP 618 camera depend
the type of batteries you use. The following table provides esti
usage scenarios, including:

Light use in Capture mode (image LCD off, no flash)

Moderate use in Capture mode (some use of image LCD a

Leaving the camera in the idle state (image LCD off)

Using the camera in Review mode

Using the camera in live view of Capture mode (image LCD

To preserve battery life:

Limit the use of the image LCD, or turn it off.

Limit the use of the flash, or turn it off.

Set the camera to take lower resolution and/or lower qual
menu” on page 53.) Higher resolution and higher quality i
process and compress.
Limit operating the camera in cold temperature conditions

temperatures results in shorter battery life.

Always replace all 4 batteries at the same time. One low-ch

for all batteries in the camera. This is true of both non-rech

Note: An AC power adapter provides power to 
the camera − it does not  recharge the batteries.

Use the HP-approved AC power adapter with your camera

able batteries. The following section lists the HP-approved

the camera.

Usage Scenario Photo Lithium NiMH

Light Capture Mode (Shots) 810 450

Moderate Capture Mode (Shots) 500 280

Idle State (Minutes) 600 300

Review Mode (Minutes) 220 120

Live View Capture Mode (Minutes) 120 85



P Accessories for Powering the Camera

HP Accessories for Powering the Camera
g the camera, as well as other

ww.hpshopping.com.ww.hpshopping.com.ww.hpshopping.com.ww.hpshopping.com. (Click the 
e Digital Photography AccessoriesDigital Photography AccessoriesDigital Photography AccessoriesDigital Photography Accessories 

ual was published. For the most
bsite.

pecifications

lts AC
, 1.33 Amps, 12 Watts

echarger:
 approximately 3.5 hours

voltage): 8.4 Volts DC

1.2 Volts DC (each)
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Caution: Using a non-HP AC power adapter 
will void your camera’s warranty.

You can purchase any of the following accessories for powerin
camera accessories, from the HP Shopping Village website at: wwww
Digital PhotographyDigital PhotographyDigital PhotographyDigital Photography link on the main web page. Then click th
link on the second web page.)

This table of power accessories was current at the time this man
up-to-date accessories list, refer to the HP Shopping Village we

HP Model 
Number

Accessory S

A610 HP AC Power Adapter 
(See the next section, “Using 
the HP AC Power Adapter”)

Input: 100-240 Vo
Output: 9 Volts DC

AA30 HP NiMH Battery Recharger 
and 4 NiMH Batteries
(See “Using the HP NiMH 
Batteries and Recharger” on 
page 108)

HP NiMH Battery R
Recharging time is
Input: 9 Volts DC
Output (charging 

HP NiMH Battery: 



P Accessories for Powering the Camera

Using the HP AC Power Adapter

wall outlet or power strip.

era. The connector compartment is 
oking at the front of the camera.

 the middle (power adapter)

s 4 rechargeable NiMH batteries, 

must charge all 4 NiMH batteries in 

me with the Battery Recharger.

 them four times for the batteries to 

e low-charged battery will reduce the 

er for an extended period of time if it 

necting the HP NiMH Battery 

 batteries, may cause over-charging.

age will result if the batteries are 

re the batteries in a cool location.

ore use. This is because the battery 

teries generally discharge at about 
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  Figure 82: Connecting the HP AC Power Adapter’s 
Cable to the Camera

To connect the HP AC Power Adapter to the camera:

1 Plug the AC power adapter into a power source, such as a 

2 Open the door to the connector compartment on the cam
located on the far right side of the camera when you are lo

3 Connect the round end of the AC power adapter’s cable to
connector in the camera (see Figure 82).

Note: Use the HP-approved AC power adapter 
as the power source for the camera during 
power-intensive operations, like when you are 
using the camera’s image LCD for an extended 
period of time.

Using the HP NiMH Batteries and Recharger

If you purchase the HP NiMH Battery Recharger, which include
please note the following:

Before you install the batteries in the HP 618 camera, you 

the HP NiMH Battery Recharger per the instructions that ca

You must recharge all 4 NiMH batteries after fully draining

reach their optimum capacity and performance.

Always recharge all 4 NiMH batteries at the same time. On

battery life for all 4 batteries in the camera.

Do not store the batteries in the HP NiMH Battery Recharg

is not necessary.

Do not over-charge the batteries. Disconnecting and recon

Recharger to AC power frequently, without discharging the

Do not expose the NiMH batteries to heat. Permanent dam

exposed to temperatures above 110° F or 43° C. Always sto

After long-term storage, recharge all 4 NiMH batteries bef

cells discharge over time. (At room temperature, NiMH bat

1% per day.)



Storage Capacities of Memory Cards

Storage Capacities of Memory Cards
, and 32 MB CompactFlash memory 
ting at which the camera is set.

icular, the number of images per 
 of each image.

JPEG-Best
Quality Level

TIFF

7 1

28 5

15 2

57 10

30 5

115 21
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The following table lists the number of images an 8 MB, 16 MB
card can store, depending on the JPEG quality level or TIFF set

Note: To make the most memory available on a 
memory card, reformat the card either on the 
camera (using the Format Card option in the 
Preferences menu − see page 68), or through 
the computer (using USB Disk Drive mode, 
reformat the card as you would a disk drive − 
see page 69).

The number of images noted in this table are averages. In part
memory card can vary based on the JPEG compressed file size

Resolution
JPEG-Good

Quality Level
JPEG-Better

Quality Level

8 MB Card Full Size 27 14

1/4 82 50

16 MB Card Full Size 56 29

1/4 165 101

32 MB Card Full Size 113 60

1/4 332 204



Limited Product Warranty

Appendix C: Product Warranties

at the HP products specified above 
the duration specified above, which 

o a failure to execute programming 
 product will be uninterrupted or 

e as a result of normal use of the 
g those which arise as a result of:

orted by HP; or

e of a defect in any product which is 
 the defective product, at HP’s option.

ited Warranty

ar

ar

ays
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Limited Product Warranty

A. Extent of Limited Warranty

1 Hewlett-Packard (HP) warrants to the end-user customer th
will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 
duration begins on the date of purchase by the customer.

2 For software products, HP’s limited warranty applies only t
instructions. HP does not warrant that the operation of any
error free.

3 HP’s limited warranty covers only those defects which aris
product, and does not cover any other problems, includin

a. Improper maintenance or modification;
b. Software, media, parts, or supplies not provided or supp
c. Operation outside the product’s specification.

4 If HP receives, during the applicable warranty period, notic
covered by HP’s warranty, HP shall either repair or replace

HP Product Duration of Lim

HP 618 digital camera 1 ye

CompactFlash memory card 1 ye

HP Photo Imaging Software 90 D



Limited Product Warranty

5 If HP is unable to repair or replace, as applicable, a defective product which is covered by HP’s 
warranty, HP shall, within a reasonable time after being notified of the defect, refund the

til the customer returns the defective 

rovided that it has functionality at 

nts, or materials equivalent to new in 

ered HP product is distributed by HP. 
service, are available from any
ct is distributed by HP or by an

OR ITS THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS 
IND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR 

ECIFICALLY DISCLAIM THE IMPLIED 
TISFACTORY QUALITY, AND FITNESS 

 in this Warranty Statement are the 

HE OBLIGATIONS SPECIFICALLY SET 
ALL HP OR ITS THIRD PARTY
CIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
NY OTHER LEGAL THEORY AND 
GES.
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purchase price for the product.

6 HP shall have no obligation to repair, replace, or refund un
product to HP.

7 Any replacement product may be either new or like-new, p
least equal to that of the product being replaced. 

8 HP products may contain remanufactured parts, compone
performance. 

9 HP’s limited warranty is valid in any country where the cov
Contracts for additional warranty services, such as on-site 
authorized HP service facility in countries where the produ
authorized importer.

B. Limitations of Warranty

1 TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LOCAL LAW, NEITHER HP N
MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY K
IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE HP PRODUCTS, AND SP
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, SA
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

C. Limitations of Liability

1 To the extent allowed by local law, the remedies provided
customer’s sole and exclusive remedies.

2 TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LOCAL LAW, EXCEPT FOR T
FORTH IN THIS WARRANTY STATEMENT, IN NO EVENT SH
SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, IN
DAMAGES, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, OR A
WHETHER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMA



Hewlett-Packard Year 2000 Warranty

D. Local Law

 rights. The customer may also have 
tes, from province to province in

rld. 

ith local law, this Warranty Statement 
 law. Under such local law, certain
y not apply to the customer. For 
 governments outside the United 

 Statement from limiting the statutory 

e such disclaimers or limitations; or
e duration of implied warranties
itations on the duration of implied

W ZEALAND, THE TERMS IN THIS 
LY PERMITTED, DO NOT EXCLUDE, 
ANDATORY STATUTORY RIGHTS 
H CUSTOMERS.

uthorized Resellers

rranty Statement provided with this 
urately process date data (including, 

m, into, and between the twentieth 
ding leap year calculations, when 
by HP (including any instructions for 
ts (e.g. hardware, software, firmware) 
ge date data with it. The duration of 
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1 This Warranty Statement gives the customer specific legal
other rights which vary from state to state in the United Sta
Canada, and from country to country elsewhere in the wo

2 To the extent that this Warranty Statement is inconsistent w
shall be deemed modified to be consistent with such local
disclaimers and limitations of this Warranty Statement ma
example, some states in the United States, as well as some
States (including provinces in Canada), may:

a. Preclude the disclaimers and limitations in this Warranty
            rights of a consumer (e.g. the United Kingdom);

b. Otherwise restrict the ability of a manufacturer to enforc
c. Grant the customer additional warranty rights, specify th

            which the manufacturer cannot disclaim, or not allow lim
            warranties.

3 FOR CONSUMER TRANSACTIONS IN AUSTRALIA AND NE
WARRANTY STATEMENT, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT LAWFUL
RESTRICT, OR MODIFY, AND ARE IN ADDITION TO, THE M
APPLICABLE TO THE SALE OF THE HP PRODUCTS TO SUC

Hewlett-Packard Year 2000 Warranty

For Consumer Products Distributed Through A

Subject to all of the terms and limitations of the HP Limited Wa
HP Product, HP warrants that this HP Product will be able to acc
but not limited to, calculating, comparing and sequencing) fro
and twenty-first centuries, and the years 1999 and 2000, inclu
used in accordance with the Product documentation provided 
installing patches or upgrades), provided that all other produc
used in combination with such HP Products(s) properly exchan
the Year 2000 warranty extends through January 31, 2001.



 Safety Information

Appendix D: Product Safety and Regulatory Information

atteries. Do not  attempt to recharge 
f different types. Follow the battery 

ctions or the guidelines that are
tteries.

could cause damage or destroy the 
ll also void your camera’s warranty.

. Disposal of this material may be
r recycling information, please
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Safety Information

Using Batteries

The HP 618 digital camera comes with four non-rechargeable b
these batteries. Do not  mix old and new batteries or batteries o
manufacturer’s safety instructions.

Disposing or Recycling of Batteries

Follow the battery manufacturer’s disposal and recycling instru
recommended for your area. Do not  incinerate or puncture ba

Using an AC Power Adapter

Use only the HP-approved AC power adapter. Failure to do so 
camera and cause a fire. Use of a non-HP AC power adapter wi

Mercury Disclosure Statement

The image LCD of the HP 618 digital camera contains mercury
regulated due to environmental considerations. For disposal o
contact your local authorities or EIA: www.eiae.orgwww.eiae.orgwww.eiae.orgwww.eiae.org.



 Regulatory Notices

Regulatory Notices

 subject to the following two
and (2) this device must accept any 
desired operation.

dio noise emissions from digital
ndard entitled Digital Apparatus, 

triques applicables aux appareils 
iels brouilleurs: Appareils 
ation.
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U.S.A.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is
conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, 
interference received, including interference that may cause un

Canada

This digital apparatus does not exceed the Class B limits for ra
apparatus as set out in the interference-causing equipment sta
ICES-003 of the Department of Communications.

Cet appareil numérique respecte les limites de bruits radioélec
numériques de Classe B prescrites dans la norme sur les matér
Numériques, NMB-003 édictée par le ministre de la Communic
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Glossary
up, down, right, and left) that you can 
.

es power to the digital camera and 
harge the batteries.)

ally optimizes the camera settings for 
ee also “exposure modes” on 

at determines the area of the scene 

l the intensity of light reaching the 
to’s exposure. Aperture diameters are 
ns opening. Dividing the focal length 
 “CCD” on page 116,“f-number” on 

lect an aperture, and the camera 
115, “exposure modes” on page 116, 
age 121.

gs are at their defaults and cannot be 

e camera lens on a picture subject. 
menu. See also “Manual Focus mode” 

 camera and determines whether
close-up picture of a subject), or for 

he auto focus range.

nt auto focus range.

rture, and ISO speed to get the best 

od in order to preserve battery power.
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4-way controller A button on the back of the camera that has four directional arrows (
press to navigate the menus and images displayed in the image LCD

AC power adapter Alternating Current power adapter. A power transformer that provid
preserves battery life. (Note that the AC power adapter does not  rec

Action Program exposure mode The exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu that automatic
taking pictures of subjects in action, such as people playing sports. S
page 116.

AE Metering Automatic Exposure Metering. A setting in the Photo Assist menu th
used to set the exposure for a capturing an image.

aperture The variable diameter opening in a camera lens that lets you contro
film or CCD. A camera's aperture and shutter speed determine a pho
expressed in f-numbers − the larger the f-number, the smaller the le
of a lens by a specific f-number gives its aperture diameter. See also
page 117, and “focal length” on page 117.

Aperture Priority (Av) exposure mode The exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu that lets you se
automatically selects the shutter speed. See also “aperture” on page
“shutter” on page 121, and “Shutter Priority (Tv) exposure mode” on p

Auto exposure mode The exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu where all settin
changed. See also “exposure modes” on page 116.

Auto Focus mode The default focus mode of the camera that automatically focuses th
You can change the focus mode to Manual Focus in the Photo Assist 
on page 119.

auto focus range This focus range is set by pressing a status LCD button on top of the
the focus is set for infinity (picture of a distant subject), for macro (a 
normal focus range.

auto focus range button A status LCD button on the top of the camera that you press to set t

auto focus range icon An icon that appears in the status LCD and shows the camera’s curre

automatic exposure (AE) The camera feature that calculates the necessary shutter speed, ape
possible exposure.

automatic shutoff A feature that automatically shuts off the camera after a certain peri

Av See “Aperture Priority (Av) exposure mode” on page 115.

battery status The amount of power that remains in the battery.
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battery status icon An icon that appears in the status LCD that indicates the amount of power left in the batteries.

our operational modes (Capture, 

with the camera. See also “camera 

g device built into a digital camera. 
sands to a few million light-sensitive 

e digital image processing capability, 

 a unique image detail. Also known 

s in rapid succession. This image type 
n page 118.

images or the current image from the 

ater zoom. After the optical zoom is 
5x, and 2.0x). The image LCD must be 
 mode, enlargement is accomplished 
 in digital zoom, the changes appear 
ee also “optical zoom” on page 120.

cus of the picture subject in the view-
 capture, however.

 off in Capture mode, and turns the 
Review and PC Connect modes. See 

amera exposure to properly capture 
n Program, Aperture Priority (Av),

on page 115, “Aperture Priority (Av) 
ndscape Program exposure mode” 
utter Priority (Tv) exposure mode” on 

sh it from other files on the computer 
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camera mode dial The dial on the top of the camera that allows you to choose one of f
Review, Playback, or PC Connect mode) for the camera.

Capture mode An operational mode you use to take pictures (or “capture images”) 
mode dial” on page 116.

CCD Charge Coupled Device. An integrated micro-electronic, light-sensin
The CCD image sensor is a silicon chip containing hundreds-of-thou
cells that convert light to electricity. A CCD sensor, combined with th
is the functional equivalent of film in a digital camera.

CCD element A single photosensitive area within a CCD array that is able to record
as a photosite. See also “CCD” on page 116.

Continuous image type The image type setting on the camera that captures a series of image
is recommended for capturing action shots. See also “image type” o

default A setting that the camera automatically uses until you change it.

Delete A command associated with a soft key that is used to erase marked 
memory card.

digital zoom Refers to digital cropping of the image, giving the appearance of gre
at its maximum setting, you can digitally zoom in three steps (1.2x, 1.
on in order for the digital zoom to operate. Note that, in digital zoom
without changes in lens configuration. Since the lens is not involved
only in the image LCD; they are not evident though the viewfinder. S

diopter control A small dial next to the viewfinder that you can turn to adjust the fo
finder. Note that the diopter control has no effect on the image you

DISPLAY button A button on the back of the camera that turns the image LCD on and
overlay bars on and off in Playback mode. This button is inactive in 
also “image LCD” on page 118.

exposure modes The modes that you can select in the Photo Assist menu to set the c
images, including: Auto, Landscape Program, Portrait Program, Actio
and Shutter Priority (Tv). See also “Action Program exposure mode” 
exposure mode” on page 115, “Auto exposure mode” on page 115, “La
on page 119, “Portrait Program exposure mode” on page 120, and “Sh
page 121.

file name A set of letters, numbers, and symbols assigned to a file to distingui
or in the camera.
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file size The number of bytes in a file. The file size for images saved on a digital camera is determined by the
resolution of the camera's CCD and the amount of image data compression. You can usually select the 

oftware that processes the images. 
re, the compression is cumulative.

sert or import files that were saved in 
s include JPEG (Joint Photo Expert 
 on page 118 and “TIFF” on page 122.

 functionality and user interface on 

era.

ra. Use flash when the lighting in a 

ra and determines how the flash will 

he flash mode.

 mode.

e lens aperture − dividing the focal 
he f-number is used in conjunction 

ers is commonly used in camera 
hich lets in more light. A higher
 light. See also “aperture” on page 115 

nodal point) and the CCD sensor in 
 is specified in millimeters.

ear image on the plane of the CCD 

age 119.

es in the Edit menu of Review mode. 
amera is connected to a computer.
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amount of compression on the camera and again in the computer s
Note that if you compress an image on the camera and in the softwa

file type The digital format in which a file is saved. Computer programs can in
a file type that the program supports. Common file types for image
Group format) and TIFF (Tagged Image File Format). See also “JPEG”

firmware The low-level software that runs in a digital camera and controls the
the camera.

firmware update The process of updating to a new firmware version on the digital cam

flash A brief, intense burst of light from an electronic flash unit on a came
scene is inadequate for taking pictures.

flash mode This mode is set by pressing a status LCD button on top of the came
operate.

flash mode button A status LCD button on the top of the camera that you press to set t

flash mode icon(s) An icon or set of icons in the status LCD that shows the current flash

f-number The f-number (also called the f-stop) is related to the diameter of th
length of the lens by the f-number specifies the aperture diameter. T
with the shutter speed to set the exposure. A standard set of f-numb
lenses. A lower f-number, such as f/2.8, indicates a larger aperture, w
f-number, such as f/16, indicates a smaller aperture, which lets in less
and “focal length” on page 117.

focal length The distance between the center of the lens (more precisely, its rear 
digital cameras when the lens is focused on infinity. The focal length

focus Refers to adjusting the lens in a digital camera in order to place a cl
sensor.

focus mode See “Auto Focus mode” on page 115 and “Manual Focus mode” on p

focus range See “auto focus range” on page 115.

four-way controller See “4-way controller” on page 115.

f-stop See “f-number” on page 117.

grouped images A number of images that are bundled together. You can group imag
Grouped images appear in a folder on the memory card when the c
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HP Imaging Technology State-of-the-art image processing technology developed by HP that captures sharp, colorful images with 
exceptional levels of detail, individually optimizes every image, and produces great detail in highlights 

presents a specific setting. Icons on a 
cular settings that have been made 

era, computer, or other electronic 
 a picture. See also “picture” on 

D and its accompanying
era. See also “DISPLAY button” on 

pes: One Shot, Continuous, and
key while in Capture mode. See also 
ge 119, and “Timelapse image type” 

e image LCD and shows the image 

image type in Capture mode.

the camera and another device (such 
e camera is lined-up with an infrared 

ared technology. See also “JetSend” 

ype.

CCD sensitivity. A higher ISO number 
 are rated in terms of ISO numbers. 
qual. See also “CCD” on page 116.

e to another without using any
ology to transmit images from the 

rt Group. Its strengths are very small 
ther image file formats.) See also “file 
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and shadows.

icon A picture on an LCD, computer screen, or printed on a device that re
digital camera’s LCD communicate the camera's status, such as parti
for taking a picture. See also “LCD” on page 119.

image The electronic version of a photograph as it is stored in a digital cam
medium. Digital cameras capture and store an image when you take
page 120 and “photo” on page 120.

image LCD The Liquid Crystal Display on the back of the camera. The image LC
buttons and soft keys let you view and work with images on the cam
page 116, “MENU button” on page 119, and “soft keys” on page 122.

image size See “size” on page 122.

image type The type of image the camera will capture. There are three image ty
Timelapse. You can change the image type by pressing the left soft 
“Continuous image type” on page 116, “One Shot image type” on pa
on page 123.

image type icon An icon that appears on the left side of the bottom overlay bar in th
type setting in Capture mode.

image type soft key The left soft key on the back of the camera that you press to set the 

infrared A type of connection that allows images to be transmitted between 
as a printer) without connecting wires when the infrared window on th
sensor on the other device. See also “JetSend” on page 118.

infrared window The window on the front of the camera that uses the HP JetSend infr
on page 118.

interval The time between images being captured for the Timelapse image t

ISO number The International Organization for Standardization rating for film or 
means less light is needed to take a picture. CCDs in digital cameras
ISO is not an acronym; it is derived from the Greek “isos”, meaning e

JetSend A protocol developed by HP for sending image data from one devic
connecting cables between the devices. JetSend uses infrared techn
camera to a printer for printing.

JPEG A compressed image file format developed by the Joint Photo Expe
file sizes and fast display rates. (It is 7 to 10 times faster than some o
type” on page 117 and “TIFF” on page 122.
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Landscape Program exposure mode The exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu that automatically optimizes the camera settings for 
taking pictures of distant subjects, such as landscape scenes. See also “exposure modes” on page 116.

cameras. An LCD displays numeric 
 the particular settings that you have 
atus LCD” on page 122.

us of some feature or process by 

ollect and focus rays of light to form 
for digital cameras). Lenses are rated 
nd their focal length (usually 
age 116, and “f-number” on page 117.

ubject before taking the picture.

control the focus distance of the lens 

 a single action.

tion that acts as the film in a digital 
iew them at a later time. Make sure 
om the camera.

LED” on page 119.

ory card in the camera.

 image LCD in the Capture, Review, or 

 the Capture, Review, or Playback 

at is then attached to an image.

odes: Capture, Review, Playback, and 

) connection standard used in the 

time. See also “image type” on 
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LCD Liquid Crystal Display. A display technology that is used on digital 
characters and/or icons to communicate the camera's status, such as
made for taking a picture. See also “image LCD” on page 118 and “st

LED Light Emitting Diode. An indicator on the camera that shows the stat
either lighting solid or blinking on and off.

lens One or more pieces of optical glass or similar material designed to c
a sharp image on the film (for traditional film cameras) or the CCD (
according to their maximum aperture (smallest possible f-number) a
specified in millimeters). See also “aperture” on page 115, “CCD” on p

live view Using the image LCD on the back of the camera to view the picture s

Manual Focus mode The focus mode that you set in the Photo Assist menu that lets you 
when capturing images. See also “Auto Focus mode” on page 115.

marking Specifying an image or several images to which you will then apply

memory card A small removable, non-volatile storage medium for digital informa
camera. The memory card stores the images so you can process or v
the camera is powered off  any time you remove the memory card fr

memory card access LED The LED that blinks to indicate the memory card is in use. See also “

memory card door The door on the side of the camera that you open to access the mem

MENU button A button on the back of the camera that lets you view menus on the
Playback mode. See also “modes” on page 119.

menus These appear on the image LCD when you press the MENU button in
mode and are used to choose and set camera settings.

microphone The audio device on the front of the camera used to record sound th

mode dial See “camera mode dial” on page 116.

modes These set the way the camera functions. There are four operational m
PC Connect.

NTSC connection National Television Standards Committee connection. The video (TV
United States and Japan.

One Shot image type The image type setting on the camera that captures one image at a 
page 118.
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optical resolution The true resolution of an imaging device, and the resolution at which the device captures images. See also 
“resolution” on page 121.

ens by moving different lens groups 
om” on page 116.

r the camera is being held
ata from this sensor to make sure the 

 camera position when the image was 

CD.

n Europe.

 (PC or Macintosh) that you have
m the camera to the computer. See 

apter. A small, electronic card that 
 device. For digital cameras, this is 

the camera for transferring images to 

sually found in laptop computers.

picture” on page 120.

ith a digital camera. See also “image” 

ages you can capture and store on 

pendent color and intensity and
ot with either a square or rectangular 
posed of thousands of pixels.

e camera’s image LCD. You can view 
equences, and create slideshows of 
” on page 122.

ally optimizes the camera settings for 
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optical zoom The process of changing the field of view and magnification of the l
within the lens to change its overall focal length. See also “digital zo

orientation sensor An electro-mechanical device in the camera that determines whethe
horizontally or vertically, and which side is up. The camera uses the d
image is displayed right side up in the image LCD, regardless of the
captured.

overlay bars Opaque or translucent information bars that appear on the image L

PAL connection Phase Alternating Line connection. The video (TV) connection used i

PC Connect mode An operational mode you use to control the camera via a computer
connected to the camera. You use this mode to download images fro
also “camera mode dial” on page 116.

PCMCIA adapter Personal Computer Manufacturers Common Interface Agreement ad
fits in a PCMCIA slot and controls or communicates with an external
usually an adapter into which you can plug the memory card from 
your computer.

PCMCIA slot The slot in a computer that holds a PCMCIA card. A PCMCIA slot is u

photo The printed version of an image. See also “image” on page 118 and “

photo type See “image type” on page 118.

photosite See “CCD element” on page 116.

picture Picture refers to the original composition when capturing an image w
on page 118.

pictures remaining indicator A numeric indicator in the status LCD that shows how many more im
the memory card.

pixel Picture element. The smallest element that can be assigned an inde
 displayed on a computer monitor screen or on an LCD. A pixel is a d
shape. Digital images displayed on a monitor screen or LCD are com

Playback mode An operational mode you can use to view the captured images on th
images as full-sized stills, play back timelapse and grouped photo s
the images. See also “camera mode dial” on page 116 and“slideshow

Portrait Program exposure mode The exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu that automatic
portrait photography. See also “exposure modes” on page 116.
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power switch The switch on the camera that turns it on or off.

ages, which is caused by using the 

f humans or animals. The camera 

ges (protected and unprotected) and 

m the camera, such as when you want 
s the HP Remote Control’s trigger, the 
mode. See also “timer mode” on 

ution of a CCD is determined by
he greater the amount of detail
r monitor or printer) on which an 
ill see. For example, if you capture an 
at only 300 dpi (dots per inch), the 

e memory card.

ges on the camera. See also “camera 

 the camera to a printer via the
pture, Review, and Playback modes. 

hen the shutter is released, the
of light. See also “CCD” on page 116.

lect a shutter speed, and the
e” on page 115, “Aperture Priority (Av) 
ed” on page 122.
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preview See “live view” on page 119.

protect Marking an image so that no one can delete it.

record button See “sound record button” on page 122.

red-eye Refers to a human’s or animal’s eyes that appear red in captured im
flash on a camera.

red-eye reduction A flash mode you can use to minimize red-eye in captured images o
does this by flashing twice. See also “flash mode” on page 117.

reformat Reformatting completely erases the memory card, including all ima
all other files.

remote control A device used to trigger the shutter from a location that is remote fro
to take a self portrait or want to be in a group picture. When you pres
image capture is delayed by a length of time specified by the timer 
page 123.

resolution The measure of how many pixels are displayed or printed. The resol
multiplying the X pixels by the Y pixels. The greater the resolution, t
visible, and the larger the file size. The final output device (compute
image is displayed or printed determines the actual resolution you w
image at 1600 x 1200 pixels, and your printer is capable of printing 
printed image will be no more than 300 dpi.

review The process of using the image LCD to view the images stored on th

Review mode An operational mode you can use to sort and edit the captured ima
mode dial” on page 116.

self-timer See “timer” on page 123.

Send button A button on the back of the camera you can use to send images from
HP JetSend infrared technology. The Send button is active in the Ca
See also “JetSend” on page 118.

shutter A set of surfaces that block light from the film or CCD in a camera. W
surfaces open for a predefined time, admitting a measured amount 

Shutter Priority (Tv) exposure mode An exposure mode setting in the Photo Assist menu that lets you se
camera automatically selects the aperture setting. See also “apertur
exposure mode” on page 115, “shutter” on page 121, and “shutter spe
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shutter release button A two-stage button on the top of the camera that is enabled in Capture mode. Pressing this button
halfway down allows the camera to make various settings, such as Auto Focus Lock. Pressing this button 

ettings and to capture one or more 
 shutter sound as each image

er release button.

age. You will not see the image size 

 the image LCD after a period of time 

rd in Playback mode.

k of the camera. The soft keys let you 
D” on page 118.

 that is then attached to an image.

the camera’s system sounds (shutter 
 previously recorded and attached to 

bination of numeric characters and 
 settings.

he flash mode, timer mode, and auto 
ode button” on page 117, and “timer 

r camera.

udes less subject area) than a normal 
han does a normal lens at the same 

to identify the image, but is small 
dow. Thumbnails are used to display 
.

 does not compress the image. TIFF 
y types of computers. See also “file 
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all the way down in one motion allows the camera to make various s
images, depending on the image type selected. The camera makes a
is captured.

shutter speed The amount of time the shutter stays open when you press the shutt

size The actual height and width of an image when you have saved the im
change in the image LCD after you save it.

sleep mode A feature that conserves battery power by automatically shutting off
(default 2 minutes) that the camera hasn’t been used.

slideshow The sequential viewing of images stored on the camera's memory ca

soft keys Three buttons that are located just below the image LCD on the bac
work with images and menus on the image LCD. See also “image LC

sound record button A button on the back of the camera that allows you to record sound

speaker The audio device on the back of the camera that allows you to hear 
clicks, beeps, and so forth). It also allows you to hear sound that was
an image via the camera’s sound record button.

status LCD The Liquid Crystal Display on the top of the camera that uses a com
icons to communicate the camera's status, such as particular camera

status LCD buttons The three buttons beneath the status LCD that you can press to set t
focus range. See also “auto focus range button” on page 115, “flash m
mode button” on page 123.

strobe See “flash” on page 117.

subject The main object, person, or scene that you want to capture with you

telephoto A lens that has a longer focal length and narrower field of view (incl
lens. A telephoto lens makes a subject appear larger and/or closer t
camera-to-subject distance. See also “wide angle” on page 124.

thumbnail A miniature of the original image that is large enough to allow you 
enough to allow you to see multiple images in a single software win
on-screen images of the contents of a digital camera’s memory card

TIFF Tagged Image File Format. A bitmapped file format for images. TIFF
files are supported by many programs and can also be used on man
type” on page 117 and “JPEG” on page 118.
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Timelapse image type The image type setting on the camera that captures a slow process with a series of images. See also 
“image type” on page 118.

en you press the shutter release
yed by a length of time specified by 

 the timer.

ndicate the countdown of the timer 
ase button or the HP Remote

ra and determines how the shutter 

t the timer mode.

 current timer mode.

mera to a television (TV). See also 

e computer.

ly been marked.

that they can be deleted.

s digital cameras, to a computer.

lay the files in a camera as though 
 a disk drive.

ame the subject that will be recorded 
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timer A device that lets you take a self portrait or be in a group picture. Wh
button or the HP Remote Control’s trigger, the image capture is dela
the timer delay. See also “timer delay.”

timer delay The amount of time the camera waits to take the picture when using

timer LED The Light Emitting Diode on the front of the camera that flashes to i
delay when you have set the timer and then pressed the shutter rele
Control’s trigger.

timer mode This mode is set by pressing a status LCD button on top of the came
release button will be triggered.

timer mode button The status LCD button on the top of the camera that you press to se

timer mode icon(s) An icon or set of icons that appears in the status LCD and shows the

Tv See “Shutter Priority (Tv) exposure mode” on page 121.

TV (video) connection The connector into which you plug the video cable to connect the ca
“NTSC connection” on page 119 and “PAL connection” on page 120.

unload The process of copying images from the memory card directly to th

unmark The process of deselecting images in the camera that have previous

unprotect The process of removing the protection on images in the camera so 

USB Universal Serial Bus. An interface for connecting peripherals, such a

USB Mass Storage Device Class A Microsoft Windows device class that lets the operating system disp
they are stored on a separate, additional computer device similar to

video cable The wire that can be used to connect the camera to a television.

video input connector The connector on a television into which you plug the video cable.

viewfinder The window on the back of the camera through which you look to fr
when you capture an image.

wake up The process of bringing the camera out of sleep mode.
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White Balance A setting in the Photo Assist menu that is used to correct the color applied to a captured image under
different lighting conditions in order to make the white areas in the image appear white without any color 

ing more subject area) than a normal 
normal lens at the same camera-to- 

on of the lens by using the zoom 
switch into digital zoom mode, if the 
oom” on page 116.

 between telephoto and wide angle 
o “digital zoom” on page 116, “focal 

age 124.
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cast.

wide angle A lens that has a shorter focal length and a wider field of view (includ
lens. A wide angle lens makes a subject appear smaller than does a 
subject distance. See also “telephoto” on page 122.

zoom To enlarge the subject by changing the field of view and magnificati
lever.   Once the camera lens is at maximum optical zoom, you can 
image LCD is on. See also “optical zoom” on page 120 and “digital z

zoom lever A lever on the back of the camera that moves the lens continuously
focal lengths. The zoom lever also controls the digital zoom. See als
length” on page 117, “telephoto” on page 122, and “wide angle” on p
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4-way controller, using 15
A
AC power adapter
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safety information 113
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Add to Order submenu 82
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Aperture indicator 12
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setting 11
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Batteries

purchasing from HP 107
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using rechargeable 108
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Buttons

4-way controller 15
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C
Camera
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HP Year 2000 warranty 112
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Preferences menu 94
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Edit menu 78
Erase Order menu option 83
EV Compensation submenu 57
Expanding Timelapse or grouped images 31
Exposure mode indicator 12
Exposure Mode submenu 56
F
File Settings submenu 53
Find By Category submenu 87
Find By Date submenu 87
Find menu 86
Firmware updates 7
Flash mode, setting 10
Focus Lock, using 18
Focus Mode submenu 59
Focus range, auto 11
Focus, Manual 12
Format Card menu option 68, 98
Format dialog, Set Date & Time submenu 70, 100
G
Group Name submenu 79
Grouped images

expanding or collapsing 31
viewing 28

Grouping images 33, 79
H
HP Customer Care 93
HP JetSend 46
HP Shopping Village website 107
HP Year 2000 warranty 112
I
Image Counter submenu 71, 100
Image LCD, using 12
Image Stamp menu 62
Image types

Continuous images 20
One Shot images 19
setting 13
soft key 13

viewing T
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Logo Files dialog 65
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Memory card, Format Card menu option 68, 98
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Edit 78
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Preferences 66, 94
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Review 27, 30, 78
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Reset Settings menu option 73, 102
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